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New York Times bestselling author Catherine Ryan Hyde tells the emotional story of an alcoholic
reeling from the loss of his son on the journey to finally facing his pain—and forging a path to
redemption.August Shroeder, a burned-out teacher, has been sober since his nineteen-year-old
son died. Every year he’s spent the summer on the road, but making it to Yellowstone this year
means everything. The plan had been to travel there with his son, but now August is making the
trip with Philip’s ashes instead. An unexpected twist of fate lands August with two extra
passengers for his journey, two half-orphans with nowhere else to go.What none of them could
have known was how transformative both the trip—and the bonds that develop between them—
would prove, driving each to create a new destiny together.

About the AuthorJoseph Frank is Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature at Princeton
University and Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature and Slavic Languages and
Literature at Stanford University. He is the author of a five-volume study of Dostoevsky’s life and
work.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.From Joseph Frank’s Introduction
to War and Peace Tolstoy’s masterly portrayal of military life, already evident in his earlier
work, reaches new heights in War and Peace on a much larger scale. No other novel can
compete with Tolstoy’s in the superb panoply he offers of regimental displays and parades, and
of battle scenes seen both from a distance and in close combat. Also, as Marie Eugène
Melchior, vicomte de Vogüé, noted in Le Roman russe (1886), his pioneering book on the
Russian novel, which brought writers like Tolstoy and Dostoevsky to the attention of the
European public, no one could compete with Tolstoy in his portrayal of the life of the court and
the upper reaches of society. The Vicomte himself, who had frequented the Russian court,
remarks that when writers attempt to portray such closed social circles of the highest society
they rarely succeed in winning the confidence of their readers; but Tolstoy had no such difficulty
because here he was “in his native element.” He was in his native element as well, after his years
in the Caucasus and in Sevastopol, in the many scenes in which the rank-and-file Russian
soldiers banter with each other around their bivouacs or while marching to and from their
battles.Nothing fascinated Tolstoy more, at least in this period of his career, than the mysterious
force that, as he put it, moved millions of men to march from west to east and then back again,
all the while “perpetrat[ing] against one another so great a mass of crime—fraud, swindling,
robbery . . . plunder, incendiarism, and murder—that the annals of all the criminal courts of the
world could not muster such a sum of wickedness in whole centuries.” How could an event of
this kind have taken place, “opposed to human reason and all human nature,” while at the same
time “the men who committed those deeds did not at that time look on them as crimes.”The
problem of war and warfare more and more preoccupies Tolstoy as the book moves on, and it



evolves into a theory of history whose ideas are scattered throughout these later chapters and
argued theoretically in the second epilogue. Sir Isaiah Berlin’s The Hedgehog and the Fox views
Tolstoy as a fox, unremittingly occupied with the minutiae of particulars while longing for the
unitary vision of the hedgehog “who knows one big thing.” His brilliant and stimulating pages
have given Tolstoy’s views on history a new prominence, but this is not the place to plunge into
their philosophical complexities. As a great novelist, Tolstoy dramatizes the pith of his doctrines
with illuminating clarity, and we can grasp their essential point by citing a few scenes from the
book.One such point is the impossibility of those presumably in command to anticipate what will
happen on the battlefield, and thus the uselessness of all elaborate plans prepared in advance.
The Austrian general Weyrother presents such a plan before the battle of Austerlitz and is
certain that it will bring victory; but the combined Austrian-Russian forces are badly beaten. An
even more elaborate plan is proposed before the battle of Borodino and proves equally useless.
The reason for such failure is illustrated by the account of the minor battle of Schöngraben,
where Prince Andrey watches the behavior of the Russian commander Prince Bagration as the
fighting proceeds.All sorts of contradictory reports came in, but “Prince Bagration confined
himself to trying to appear as though everything that was being done of necessity, by chance, or
at the will of individual officers, was all done, if not by his order, at least in accordance with his
intentions.” As a result, officers who were “distraught regained their composure” and morale was
strengthened. For Tolstoy, it was morale that ultimately decided the course of combat—the
morale of the soldiers and the behavior of individuals like the unprepossessing Captain Tushin,
who pays no attention to orders, responds to the immediate situation, and, as only Prince
Andrey realizes, is really responsible for the Russsian success at Schöngraben . Tolstoy thus
rejects the “great man” theory of history, particularly thinking of Napoleon, which attributes
military success to the superior capacities of a leader capable of dominating in advance the
uncertainties and vicissitudes of what transpires on the battlefield.Prince Andrey learns another
Tolstoyan lesson when, sent to report on a minor victory, he is ushered into the presence of
Emperor Francis of Austria and discovers that those presumably in command had little or no
interest in what really occurred to those fighting and dying on their behalf. The questions he is
asked by the Emperor are completely trivial; no opening is provided him “to give an accurate
description, just as he had it ready in his head,” and he realizes that the “sole aim” of the
Emperor was to put a certain number of questions. “The answers to these questions, as was
only too evident, could have no interest for him.” Much the same point is made about those
supposedly in command, like Alexander I and Napoleon, who are so far removed from the reality
of battle that they have no control over the result. Tolstoy is particularly concerned to undermine
the reputation of Napoleon and does so in numerous scenes that display him as an ordinary
mortal, extremely self-confident and erroneously convinced that he had complete mastery of the
situation. Nothing astonishes him more than the Russian refusal to reply to his overtures for
peace after capturing Moscow.
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This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, organizations, places, events, and incidents are
either products of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously.Text copyright © 2014
Catherine Ryan HydeNo part of this book may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or
otherwise, without express written permission of the publisher.Published by Lake Union
Publishing, SeattleEbook Library, the Ebook Library logo, and Lake Union Publishing are
trademarks of Inc., or its affiliates.Cover design by Anna CurtisLibrary of Congress Control
Number: 2013920606CONTENTSPart One: EARLY JUNEChapter One: AUGUST, STANDING
STILLChapter Two: THIS WILL SOUND CRAZYChapter Three: NEW DEALChapter Four:
MEETINGSChapter Five: THE GLOVE COMPARTMENTChapter Six: THEREChapter Seven:
THE VERY TOPChapter Eight: WHAT HE TOLD MEChapter Nine: OPENChapter Ten: FOUR
STRIKESChapter Eleven: IN A BARRELPart Two: LATE AUGUSTChapter One: SAD GOOD
NEWSChapter Two: STAY FOUNDChapter Three: ONE REAL GOOD DOGChapter Four: LAST
STOPChapter Five: SOME KIND OF ITChapter Six: GOOD-BYEChapter Seven: IT WON’T
BEPart Three: LATE MAY, EIGHT YEARS ONChapter One: WEAKNESSChapter Two:
GROWNChapter Three: RIGOROUS HONESTYChapter Four: CLIMBINGChapter Five:
RAISON D’ÊTREChapter Six: CHALKY WHITE HANDSChapter Seven: OR BUSTChapter
Eight: THE TRUTHChapter Nine: FLASHING REDChapter Ten: FALLINGEpilogue: AUGUST IN
LATE AUGUSTYOSEMITEABOUT THE AUTHORPart One:EARLY JUNEChapter
One:AUGUST, STANDING STILLAugust Schroeder stood at the rear door of his broken-down
motor home looking out through the small, square window. Had he looked out any other window
—the windshield, the side windows, the little window over the kitchen sink—he’d have seen the
inside of a mechanic’s garage. He wanted to see sky. He’d come out here to see sky. Not
toolboxes and racks of new tires and hydraulic lifts.He stepped out the door, down the two metal
steps, and walked into the mechanic’s garage. He stepped in front of the open hood, where the
mechanic could see him. The man straightened up, stretching his lower back against one hand.
He wiped his hands on a red shop rag. Wiped his forehead on one dirty sleeve.He was unusually
tall, the mechanic. Maybe six foot six or taller. His limbs appeared stretched—thin and lanky. His
blond hair was long in the back, curling and tumbling and disappearing under the collar of his
blue work shirt.Wes. His name was Wes. August had been careful to learn this, because so
much of his fate rested in the mechanic’s hands. It seemed wise to remove as much of the
distance between them as possible.“How’s it going?” August asked.“I’m on schedule. If that’s
what you mean.”August sighed. Took a seat on a stack of three unmounted tires, lowering
himself with his hands. “I don’t even know what I mean. Just making conversation, I guess.”Wes
pulled a pack of cigarettes out of his breast pocket and shook one out, receiving it with his lips.
“What’ve you been doing to keep busy all day?”“Not much. Just absorbing the fact that
Yellowstone isn’t going to happen.”Wes lit the cigarette. Squinted at August through the smoke.



“You told me you’re out all summer. Seems to me you’d still have plenty of time.”“Time, yeah. I’ve
got time. That’s not the issue. Money is the issue. I budget just so much for gas every summer.
Yellowstone is four states away.”“You go out all summer every summer?”“I do.”“You a
teacher?”“Yes.”“What do you teach?”“High school science.”“Science,” Wes said. Like he was
describing a shiny new car hardly anyone could afford. “I used to be good at science. So . . .
maybe Yellowstone next summer.”“Yeah,” August said. “I guess.” But when he thought again
about giving up the part of the trip Phillip would have loved, should have shared, the pain came
back, slicing him into two parts. The old and the new. It was so familiar now, that pain. He almost
welcomed it. He’d almost missed it.“But it was the whole point of the trip this year. It was really . . .
kind of a big deal. But anyway, you don’t need to know all that, and it’s kind of personal. I just
won’t be able to afford it, and that’s just the way it is.”He looked up into Wes’s face and saw
something, but he didn’t know what it was. Something that the mechanic was holding in.
Something he could say, or not say. A weighing of options.“I swear I’m not gouging you on this
repair,” he said, but that wasn’t the thing.“I know you’re not,” August said.“I appreciate the
trust.”“It isn’t exactly trust. I don’t know you at all. I’ve known you for less than a full day. The
reason I know your prices are fair is because my father owned a garage. I used to work summers
there. I’m not exactly a mechanic, but I know quite a bit about it. I know the things that tend to go
wrong, and I know how many hours’ labor it takes to fix them. If you were gouging me, I’d know
it.”About an hour later, August stood looking out his back door again, watching two boys play.
One was maybe eleven or twelve, tall and lanky. He reminded August of a young horse—long
legged and somehow managing to combine clumsiness with an odd grace. His hair was light
brown and shaggy. The little one was quite little in comparison, maybe seven. His every move
looked tentative. His very being had a tentative quality that drew August’s eyes.They were
kicking a ball around in an enormous lot of dirt and weeds, close enough to the garage that
August assumed they belonged to the mechanic into whose hands he had fallen. He guessed
they were brothers, because boys of such disparate ages didn’t tend to band together in play.
Besides, they looked like brothers. They looked like two examples of the same theme.As he
stood watching, the long, familiar blade of pain sliced down from the pit of his throat, burned its
way between his lungs. It was right there in his body, he now knew. It had never been in his head.
It had always been real, but he had lived all those years without knowing it. Those years felt
pointless and wasted now.Woody wiggled by his left shin, whining. There was a low window, too,
in the rear door. Woody could see the boys play, and he wanted out. His little docked tail
quivered more than it wagged. The sound he made reminded August of the whine of his garden
hose when the water was restrained by a closed nozzle.He reached down and scratched
between Woody’s small shoulder blades, his fingertips disappearing in the wiry white fur. The
dog let out a yip, almost as though accidentally. As though he’d been straining to hold it in but
then it got the better of him.“Okay,” August said. “Why not?”He opened the back door.They were
a good long way from the road. Even farther from the highway. Now, with the door open, August
could hear it in the distance, the highway. Well, not the highway itself, but the cars on it. The



distant drone of their travel. That sound sliced down through his chest, too. Because he was not
on that highway with them. He should have been on that highway. He should have been gone. He
should not have been here. Then again the word “should” repaired nothing. It definitely did not
do engine repairs.He stepped out of the air-conditioning. Into the June heat. He watched Woody
blast over to the two boys, bounding up and down to chart his trajectory over the weeds. As he
ran farther away from August, his image became distorted by wavy bands of rising heat.The
bigger boy’s head came up, and his face brightened when he saw the dog. Woody was the
perfect dog for a kid that age. A small-to-medium terrier mix full of excitement, always up for play,
happy to do tricks.The littler boy turned to see what his brother had seen. He jumped, missed
kicking the ball, and ran behind the tall boy to hide.“He’s friendly,” August called out. “He just
wants to play. He’s been cooped up inside the motor home too long.”The little one emerged.
Tentatively, as he seemed to do everything. Full of wonder and fear warring with each other.
August knew the wonder would win. He wished he could communicate what he knew to this
frightened boy. But that never did any good anyway. People learned by what they experienced. It
mattered little what anyone said to anyone.The small guy held a nervous hand out to Woody, but
the dog jumped away again, running in a wide circle and then doubling back for another
invitation. He didn’t want to be petted. He could get that much inside. He wanted to play.August
walked closer. The older boy stood straight-backed and tall as August approached. He took
charge, that boy. It seemed to be his nature. There was something unusually mature about his
stance. It made August’s slicing pain ease and withdraw slightly. Because the boy in front of him
was not Phillip. The boy in front of him was only who he was. He was only himself.The younger
boy retreated behind his brother again as August drew near.“That’s your rig, huh?” the tall boy
asked, pointing with his chin to the rear one-third of the motor home protruding from the garage.
“That’s a real nice rig.”“Thank you.”“Nice dog, too. Is he a Jack Russell terrier?”“Maybe part. I’m
not sure. He’s from the pound.”“What’s his name?”“Woody,” August said, and Woody’s ears
twitched.“He do any tricks?”“Lots of them. But right now he’s feeling cooped up. He wants to let
off steam. Tell you what. I’ll make you an offer. If you can catch him, I’ll give you five bucks.”“He
won’t come when you call him?”“Oh, no,” August said. “That’s not it at all. He’ll do whatever I tell
him to do. But that’s his favorite game. When kids try to catch him.”The tall boy’s eyes grew
lighter. “Hey, Henry,” he said. “Five bucks. What do you think?”They took off in pursuit of the dog,
zero to full kid speed in seconds. Woody ran a wide, delighted arc, looking over his shoulder as if
laughing.They would never catch Woody. So it wasn’t really fair. If they ran him until he was
happy and worn down, August would offer them the five dollars anyway. Otherwise it was just a
mean trick. He wandered back into the mechanic’s garage, because it hurt to watch children
play. Despite the fact that he’d been doing so on purpose for some time.About ten minutes after
August took a seat on the stack of tires, the mechanic pulled his head out from under the hood.
He looked at August as if he had something to say. But if so, he never said it. Instead, he lit a
cigarette, took a deep drag, then blew the smoke out again, watching it as if transfixed. As if he’d
never seen such a thing before.“How bad d’you want to make it to Yellowstone?” he asked.“Bad,”



August said. But it felt dicey. A little dangerous. There was an offer hovering somewhere.
Everything was a mystery except the weight of it, which he could feel. “If you have thoughts, I’d
like to hear them.”“Never mind,” Wes said, cutting his eyes down to the concrete floor. “Forget I
mentioned it.”“You’ve got something to say, go ahead and say it.”Just at that moment the older
boy stepped into the garage, carrying Woody in his arms. Woody’s tongue lolled out, longer than
seemed physically possible, and, as the dog panted, he flipped little drops of sweat onto the
boy’s bare arm. The effect was that of a wide grin on the dog’s face. And that might have been
exactly what it was. August looked up to the face of the boy. It was red and dripping from the heat
and exertion.“Seth,” the mechanic said. “What’re you doing with the man’s dog?”“It was his idea,”
Seth said.“It was my idea,” August said. “He’s doing exactly what I asked him to do.” Then, to the
boy: “I can’t believe you caught him. Nobody ever caught him before. You must be one fast
guy.”“That’s not how I did it. I didn’t do it with my legs. I did it with my brain.”Seth poured the dog
into August’s arms, and August set Woody on his paws on the concrete floor and went after his
wallet. Pulled out a five-dollar bill and handed it to Seth.“Pleasure doing business with you,” Seth
said, with something almost like a small salute.It seemed an odd expression for a child his age,
until August considered that the boy lived in—or at least behind—a business. He must have
heard it all the time.August watched him walk back out into the shimmering heat.“Nice boys,”
August said.No reply. Wes just crushed the cigarette into an ashtray on the workbench and stuck
his head back under the hood.August gathered Woody back onto his lap and watched for a few
moments to pass the time. But it was really no more interesting than staring at the sky. Right
around the time he was ready to go back inside his rig, the upper part of Wes emerged
again.“When I finish up for the day,” he said, “maybe you and me can have a drink?”“Oh. Um. I
don’t drink.”“At all?”“No. Not at all.”“Oh. Well. The drink isn’t the real deal of it. Coffee,
then.”August felt a rush of discomfort. This tall, odd man wanted something from him. And he
couldn’t imagine what it might be. He couldn’t imagine what he had that the mechanic would
need or even want. He briefly tried on the idea that the man was hitting on him. But it didn’t feel
quite like that. But it felt equally personal, scary, and emotionally important.“I have coffee inside,”
August said. “Come knock when you’re done.”“I’ll prob’ly work late. Eight or nine at least. All the
better to get you back on the road.”“I’ll be up,” August said. “Just knock.”Then he spent the rest of
the day wondering how big a mistake he had actually made.At the end of the day, the mechanic
put away his tools, shut off the lights, and let himself out of the shop through a side door. He
didn’t knock.August drank the coffee himself and, predictably, couldn’t sleep.Chapter Two:THIS
WILL SOUND CRAZYIn the morning, as he was making a fresh pot of coffee, August heard a
shy, tentative knock on the motor home’s rear door. Woody barked. And barked. And
barked.“You’re late,” he said out loud but to himself. Quietly. Too quietly to be heard through the
door.He’d already pushed the side-window blinds up but had not yet opened the curtains on the
back door. That was a more involved task, as they were blocked by the screen door. He had to
open the back door to get to them. So that always happened last.“Shhh,” he said to the dog, but
to no effect.He finished plugging in the coffeepot and turned it on to brew. Then he unlocked and



opened the back door. In the dirt at the bottom of his two metal steps stood Seth, a baseball cap
held politely in front of him, his little brother Henry directly behind.“Good morning, Seth,” he
said.“How’d you know my name was Seth?”“I heard your father call you by it yesterday.”“Oh.
That’s right. And this’s—”“Henry,” August said. “I heard you call him by it yesterday.”“Oh. Did
I?”“What can I do for you boys?”“Sorry to bother you. Sir. Hope it’s no trouble. If it is, just say, and
we’ll go right away. We wouldn’t’ve knocked if we thought you were sleeping. We saw your
shades go up. So we knew you were awake. Hope it’s not a bother. It’s just that . . . Henry . . . my
brother . . . and me, we’re just wondering . . . maybe could we play with that dog? No charge.
We’re not asking it for any five bucks. We just liked that dog. And we think he liked us back.”“I
know for a fact he liked you back,” August said. “Look at him.”He opened the door wider so the
boys could see Woody standing on his hind legs—paws reaching up and raking the air—and
jumping up and down. Yes. Jumping up and down on his hind legs only. Woody was half circus
dog. Woody could do that.Henry let out a light shriek that August recognized only after the fact
as excited laughter.“He’s good at that,” Seth said. “How’s he balance on his hind legs so
good?”“He’s just built for it, I guess. He can walk all the way across a room on his hind
legs.”“We’d sure like to see him do his tricks sometime.”“Sure. Maybe when you bring him
back.”Seth’s face lightened, and only then did August realize the boy had been waiting for a yes
or a no and straining under the weight of the uncertainty.“So we can take him out in the lot to
play?”“Sure.”August opened the door wide for Woody and gave him the simple “go on”
permission. The dog scrambled out the door and jumped all around the boys and jumped up and
put his paws on them and licked at Henry’s face, which he could reach by leaping.“I like the way
just that one ear on him is brown and the rest white,” Seth said.“Yeah,” August said. “I like that
about him, too.”“How long can we keep him out?”“Well . . . I’ll tell you what. Stay where I can see
you, and if I want him back for some reason I’ll let you know.”“Okay, thanks,” Seth said, barely
able to contain his grin.“One condition, though,” August said.The boy’s face fell, and he stepped
back as if he’d been slapped.“Nothing bad,” August said. “I just want you to tell me how you
caught him.”“Oh, that,” Seth said, and relaxed. And began to look a bit proud. “I used my
brain.”“So you said. But you really didn’t tell me how.”“Well. See. I noticed how every time you go
for him, he runs. Even if you take a step at him. Even if you just move. But if I held still or looked
the other way, he’d come closer. So I got smart and sat on the ground and turned my back on
him and pretended I didn’t want nothing to do with him at all. And he just walked right up and
climbed in my lap. But don’t worry, ’cause we ran him real good before I thought of it. I don’t want
you to worry you didn’t get your five dollars’ worth.”“I wasn’t worried,” August said. “You three
have fun.”August sat on the top metal step for half an hour or so, his feet on the bottom step, his
elbows planted on his thighs, drinking coffee and watching them play. And waiting to feel the
pain. But it didn’t come. He felt for it. Poked at it. Questioned where it was hiding. Maybe it was
because he knew the boys now, and they were so different from his own son. Maybe it was
because he almost wanted the pain back, and it was determined to do exactly the opposite of
what he wanted.The weather was a thing of beauty, lightly cool with no breeze at all. Over a



distant mountain the sky still glowed faintly red from the tail end of dawn. He heard a scuffing in
the dirt and turned his head to see Wes approach, head slightly tilted down.“Morning,” August
said. “Not too late if you still want that cup of coffee.”“Oh. Thanks, but I had mine with breakfast.
Sorry I stood you up last night.”“Up to you. You’re the one who wanted to talk.”“I decided . . .” And
then he tailed off and stood still for the longest time, staring off into the distance like the answer
was just on the line of the horizon. “It was a stupid idea,” he said, finally. “You would’ve thought I
was crazy.”August considered this for a moment, then decided he had no idea how to respond.
He was curious now, but it seemed unwise to force someone’s hand on an idea that was crazy
even to the mind that created it.Neither man spoke for a time.August stared at Seth, off playing
in the field. “There’s something . . . very . . .” Then he got stuck for a second or two, so he pushed
the words harder. “Decent. There’s something very decent about that boy.”“Who, Seth?”“Yeah.
I’m not saying the little one isn’t decent. Just that he hasn’t said a word to me, so I don’t know.
But Seth . . .”“Decent . . . meaning?”“I don’t know. There’s something upstanding about him.”Wes
snorted laughter. “Yeah, that’s Seth, all right. He’ll drive you crazy with how upstanding he is. And
how upstanding he thinks you ought to be. You got any kids?”“I had a son.”“Had?”August did not
reply.“Never mind. None of my business. Sorry.”Then Wes got his feet unstuck and made his way
into the shop. August drained the last of his coffee and followed Wes inside. The mechanic was
going through drawers in a freestanding red metal tool chest as tall as his breastbone. He picked
and chose, gathered what he seemed to think he would need, then laid those tools out on the
workbench before going on to the next drawer. He knew August was there, that much was
obvious. But he didn’t speak or even turn his head.“This . . . thing,” August said. “The one you
keep acting like you’re going to say but then you don’t say it. The one I’d think was crazy.
Yesterday you made it sound like there was some tie-in between that and whether I could still
afford to make it to Yellowstone. Was I right about that?”“It was a possibility in that direction,” Wes
said without pausing in his tool selection or looking up.“Do me a favor, then. Getting to
Yellowstone was very important to me this year. More than you know. More than anybody can
probably understand. So if you’ve got an idea, sometime between now and the time I get back
on the road again, could you go ahead and spit it out? Let me decide for myself if it’s crazy? I’ll
be driving away shortly after, and you’ll never see me again, so I really don’t see what you have
to lose.”“I expect to get ’er done tomorrow. But prob’ly late in the day. Seven, eight in the evening.
Maybe later. If that was the case, would you drive out of here tomorrow night, or sleep another
night and leave Monday morning?”“Anything after seven I’d probably stay put for the night.”“Okay
then.”“Okay what exactly?”“Okay, sometime between now and Monday morning I’ll let you know
what I was thinking so you can laugh in my face and call me a fool and drive away shaking your
head.”August held out his right hand. It took the mechanic a long time to notice. But then, when
he finally did, they shook on that deal.August didn’t go out to the lot to ask for Woody back,
because there was no reason why he should. And the boys didn’t bring the dog back until a
quarter to noon.August opened the back door, and Woody jumped in, circled twice, and flopped
onto his side on the cool kitchen linoleum, his tongue hanging off onto the floor, his ribs



heaving.“You broke my dog,” August said. But when he saw the panic in Seth’s eyes, he jumped
to repair the damage. “That was just a joke. It’s nice to see him so tired. Maybe we give him a
little break before we ask him to do tricks.”“We have to go eat lunch,” Seth said. “My dad takes off
work every day around noon. We got to go in and eat with him. Henry and me. Then we’ll come
back and see tricks. If you’re sure it’s okay.”“I’m sure it’s okay,” August said.When August looked
at the clock again, it was after two thirty. And the boys had not come back. He looked out the
window to see what he could see.Seth was outside with an ancient wooden tennis racket,
slamming a ball over and over against the side of the shop. As if he had a grudge to burn off, the
ball was the cause of it, and the racket was righteous anger. Henry was nowhere to be
seen.August tried to go back to his reading, but he couldn’t make his attention stick on the
pages. He let himself out the back door of the rig, Woody following behind at an
uncharacteristically sedate pace.Seth looked over once when he saw August coming. Then he
looked away again. And smacked that tennis ball. And smacked it. And smacked it. The mood of
the place had changed. Something had changed. There was no explanation in August’s mind,
but also no doubt.“Where’s Henry?” August asked.“Inside.”Seth missed the tennis ball in the
process of answering. August expected him to run after it, but he didn’t. He just dropped the old
racket, turned, and flopped into a sit with his back up against the shop. Woody wiggled up to
him, put his paws up on Seth’s shoulder. Sniffed at the boy’s face as though he’d lost something
there. Seth wrapped his arms around the dog and drew him in, hugging Woody close to his
chest.August sat down next to them. Leaned back. It was a spot in the full midday sun, and
August knew he wouldn’t be able to stay there long. Seth lived out here in the hot valley. He must
have been used to it.They sat in silence for a time. How long a time August found himself unable
to judge.“You never came by for dog tricks,” he said at last.Seth said, “Maybe some other
time.”Then more silence. August didn’t want to ask straight out what was wrong, because he
didn’t feel it was his place to do so. And because he had rarely, if ever, met a young boy who
wanted to talk about his heartaches and disappointments with a near stranger.Seth startled him
by speaking.“Where’re you going on your trip?”“All kinds of places. National parks mostly. Zion
and Bryce Canyon on the way up. Salt Lake City. The big destination was Yellowstone, but I
won’t make it, what with the unexpected cost of breaking down and all. Then on the way back I
want to swing east and see Arches and Canyonlands. Maybe Escalante and Capitol Reef.
Maybe Canyon de Chelly. Depends on my timing. I like to leave things loose. It’s the only time of
year I get to.”“That’s a great trip.”“I hope so. Didn’t get off to much of a start. I’m hoping it’ll pick up
from here.”“You got kids?”August sighed. As quietly as possible. “I used to have a boy.”For the
first time, Seth’s head turned, and he looked right at the side of August’s face. “How do you used
to have a boy? Isn’t your boy your boy forever? Or do you just mean he grew up into a whole
man?”“He was killed in an accident,” August said. He waited for the pain to begin its path of
travel. Nothing happened.“Oh,” Seth said. “I’m sorry. Was he my age?”“No. He was older. He was
nineteen.”“I’m sorry that had to go and happen.”“Me too.”A long silence fell. Seth was the one to
break it.“Do you miss having kids along when you go traveling?”That was when the pain came



back. Radiated down, almost more a burn than a slice—an irritating, humming burn. So there
you are again, August told it silently. I wondered.It partially distracted him from the nagging
sense that something was wrong in Seth’s question. August had said he’d had one kid. One boy.
Not kids plural. More than that, though, was a sense of too much importance riding on what Seth
seemed to be trying to camouflage as small talk.“I miss him no matter what I’m doing,” August
said. “It never stops.”Then neither said anything for a time, and August had just about reached
his limit for sitting in the hot sun. He levered to his feet and walked to the open entrance of the
shop, looking back over his shoulder once before ducking into the shade. Woody chose to stay
with Seth for the time being.He found Wes working under his hood with much the same energy
Seth had used to smack the tennis ball.“Whatever’s wrong,” August said, “please don’t take it out
on my engine.”The mechanic’s head appeared, and he straightened up to his full height and
looked August in the eye, but only briefly. “What’s that mean?” He pulled a pack of cigarettes
from his pocket and shook one out.“Just that everything seemed so sunny and bright this
morning, figuratively speaking, and now it’s like a big dark storm cloud set its head down on this
place while we were all eating lunch.”Wes didn’t answer for a long time. Instead, he pulled out a
bright- blue disposable lighter and torched the end of his cigarette, drawing hard. A cloud of
smoke hung around his head. It was hot, and the air didn’t move. Not even a little bit.“Can’t
always tell kids what they want to hear,” Wes said at last. “Sometimes you got to break bad
news.”“That’s true, I suppose.” August took his usual seat on the low stack of tires. “Talk to me
about this idea.”The hand that held Wes’s cigarette came up to his face. But, rather than finding
his mouth, it landed over his eyes and stayed there for a long time.“You’ll think I’m crazy,” Wes
said.“So you mentioned. But go ahead and let me think what I want. I believe it’s time to get this
out in the open. Whatever it is.”Wes sighed. Squatted down onto his heels, which put him
somewhere in the neighborhood of August’s level.“Here’s what I’m thinking,” Wes said. “I can get
you to Yellowstone by giving you this repair one hundred percent free of charge. I’d even pick up
cost of the parts. I’ll even take the cash out of my pocket you gave me for the tow and hand it
back to you. Then you’ll be right back where you were when this trip started. All you’ve lost is
three days. And, like you said, you got plenty of time. Then you can go and do what you said was
so important to you.”August waited briefly to see if Wes would continue on his own. He
didn’t.“Yeah. That would get me there all right. But it leaves an obvious question. Why would you
do that for me? Wait. Let me phrase it more directly. If you were to do all that for me, what would
you want me to do for you in return?”Wes took another drag of smoke and blew it out in a series
of perfect rings that bent and collapsed as they floated over a hydraulic jack. He didn’t seem
inclined to answer.“You’re going to do this sooner or later, Wes. Please let’s just get it over with
already.”“Take my boys with you.”In the silence that followed, August thought, Yeah. You’re right. I
think you’re crazy. But he only said, “All summer?”“Yeah. You’re coming back through before
school starts, right? You can drop ’em back to me then. Meanwhile they get to see the world.
Some national parks. Geysers. They can go to Yellowstone and see geysers. You know what
those boys’ve seen their whole lives? Nothing. Just what’s within fifty or so miles of here. And



let’s face it. That’s nothing.”August breathed deeply two or three times. “They don’t want to see
those places with a stranger. They want to go with you.”“I’m not going. You are.”“Even so. They’ll
wait for you. They want to be here at home with their dad all summer. They’ll wait for a time when
you can travel with them. They want to be with you.”“Well, here’s the thing about that. For the next
ninety days or so, they don’t get to be. This’s the part where you find out I’m not crazy by nature.
More like desperate. You know. Fresh out of options. I’m on my way to jail for ninety days.”“I don’t
get it.”“What’s there not to get? I got sentenced to ninety days.”“Then how can you be here? I
thought when they sentenced you they put handcuffs on you and dragged you right out of court.”
Part of him wanted badly to go on to ask, “Sentenced to ninety days for what exactly?” But he
didn’t. It was really none of his business, and besides, another part of him didn’t want to
know.“Well. They can if they want. Judge can do pretty much what he wants to do. Thing is, I got
these two kids. So I told the judge I needed a few days to get ’em settled in. You know. Make
arrangements for somebody to take care of ’em. Kind of stupid, because I don’t have much
family, and what I have I knew they were gonna say no. They said no last time. Why this time
would be any better I don’t know. I guess I just figured if I had some time maybe I could pull
something out of my hat. So he gave me till Monday morning. Monday morning I have to
surrender myself at the jail or they’ll come get me and escort me there.”“Where do the boys go if
you can’t pull something out of your hat?”“County takes ’em.”“Where did they go last
time?”“County took ’em.”“Oh. Well. That’s not bad, right? That’s not the end of the world.”Wes
snorted, and smoke puffed through his nose. “Not for you. But I’m sensing it’s not such a great
deal for them. Henry hasn’t said a damn word since I got ’em back. I think he talks to his brother.
But I can’t prove that. It’s just a suspicion.”A long pause fell. August put it to good use by mentally
rehearsing the kindest ways to say no.“I’d send you with some extra cash for their food,” Wes
said. “They’re good boys. You can see that with your own eyes. You said so yourself. Henry won’t
say a damn word. Seth is a talker, but he’ll stop if you ask him to. He’ll do anything you ask him
to. He can look after his brother, too. He’s old enough. It’s not like they’re babies. You wouldn’t
have to watch ’em every second.”“Wes—”“No. Don’t answer. Please. Don’t answer yet. Just
sleep on it. You got two nights to sleep on it. Tonight and tomorrow. Unless I get ahead of
schedule. Sleep on it two nights, and don’t answer off the top of your head. They won’t be much
bother to you. They’re good boys.”On the last sentence, August distinctly saw the mechanic’s
lower lip quiver.“Okay. I’ll sleep on it.” And then I’ll say no, August added in his own
head.“ ’Preciate that.”A long, strained silence fell. August didn’t like it much. So he worked
harder to make it go away.“Do they know you’re on your way to jail?” But before the mechanic
could even answer, August knew. “No. Never mind. You don’t even have to tell me. They didn’t
know before lunch. Now they do.”Wes smoked in silence.“Do they know you were going to ask
me to take them?” But again he knew. He remembered Seth asking August where he was
planning to go. If he missed having kids along. “Never mind. I think I know the answer to that one,
too. How do they feel about that? Going away for three months with a stranger?”“Thing of it is,”
Wes said, “there’s strangers at that other place, too.”“Right,” August said. And then fell back into



the flurry of his own thoughts. “Look,” he said after a time, “I know you’re being the best father to
them you know how to be. But you don’t even know me. You don’t even know for a fact that I can
be trusted with a child.”“I don’t know everybody at the county can be trusted with a child,
either.”August didn’t answer. Because he’d run out of arguments. The answer still felt like no. But
he was out of logical reasons why it had to be. He wasn’t going to do it, because he didn’t want
to do it. Because it felt weird. Because it disturbed the familiar patterns he needed to cling to. Too
late to dress it up as anything more noble than that.When he looked up, Wes was staring straight
into his eyes. As if taking some kind of measurements.“Can you be trusted with a child?”“Yes,”
August said quietly.“Yeah,” Wes said. “I thought so.”Then he got up, smashed out his cigarette,
and got himself back to work.Chapter Three:NEW DEALAround the time the sun was going
down, August wandered into the shop area again. Wes was on his back on a rolling cart, half
underneath the engine. He couldn’t put the rig up on a lift, because it was too tall and too heavy,
and the shop ceiling wasn’t high enough.Wes did not pull his head out.“Haven’t seen your kids
around all afternoon,” August said.First nothing. As though he hadn’t spoken at all.Then Wes
said, “I told ’em to stay away from you.”“Now why would you do that?”“Didn’t want you to think I
was playing dirty, like telling ’em to follow you around and look up at you with those big brown
eyes. I said give the man time to think.” Still Wes did not slide out from under the rig. The sound
just filtered up. “Also . . . if you’re gonna say no, I don’t want ’em to see it in your face.”“Got it,”
August said.As he walked back to the door of the rig, he thought, Yeah. Keep them far away if
you don’t want them to smell a no coming.At twenty minutes to midnight, a knock blasted August
out of sleep. Woody went nuts, letting off a stream of noise, more one long shriek than individual
barks.August stumbled to the door, rubbing his eyes. Woody followed behind him, close enough
to bump the back of August’s leg with his nose, a rumbly, rolling growl escaping his
throat.“Who’s there?” he called out.“It’s Wes.”August sighed and opened the door, and Woody
sat close by, leaning against his leg and wagging faintly.“Sorry,” Wes said. “Sorry I woke you up.
Maybe I’m wrong to. But I told you to sleep on it. But then I rethought things and came up with a
whole different sort of a deal. So now you’re sleeping on the wrong thing. So, can I tell you the
new thing, and then you go sleep on that?”August looked at the mechanic’s face in the half dark.
His hair was comically disarranged. Wes had obviously been in bed himself when the new deal
had arrived in his brain. August looked over Wes’s head, saw the moon hanging nearly full over
the flat, mostly uninhabited landscape, and thought, He’s right. This is nothing. Those boys have
seen nothing because there’s nothing out here to see.“Well. I’m awake now. So I guess you
might as well.”“I’m giving you the repair. Either way. It’s yours, no strings attached. I just decided.
Know why I’m doing it? Because you need it. I’m seeing the need in you, one man to another,
and we’re both human, so I’m gonna reach out and help your situation. Because I can. If that
makes you so happy you want to turn around and help my situation, that would be much
appreciated. But whether you do or not, you’re free to drive out of here when I’m done. No
charge. So, congratulations. You’re going to Yellowstone.”August blinked a few times, too aware
of his own blinking. He heard crickets. He hadn’t heard crickets since he was a boy. At least not



that he could remember. Then it hit him that they must have been there all along, and he just
hadn’t registered hearing them. It seemed strange that he could be so unaware of the sound
then and so aware of it now.“I’m not sure what to say.”“Don’t say anything. Sleep on it.”And with
that Wes walked away, around the corner of the shop to whatever living quarters lay hidden away
back there. In the bright light of the full moon, August could see the little puffs of dry dust kicked
up by the mechanic’s shoes. He closed the door and looked down at his dog.“That was curious,”
he said, and Woody gave him a puzzled look, like he should be helping August figure it out. “I
wonder what I’m to make of that.”Woody tilted his head slightly but left August to sort things.“You
know that just makes it even harder to say no.”He sat down on the edge of the bed, set his
forehead in one hand, and tried to figure out if the added sense of pressure had been purposely
applied to him, or if the offer was a pure act of altruism and the guilt just a side effect. He couldn’t
make even the slightest headway in telling the two apart, so he went back to
sleep.Eventually.August slept much later than he meant to. When he woke, he dressed quickly
and began the process of raising the window shades. He started with the driver’s side, the
window over the dinette table. The mechanic’s face appeared just inches from the window
screen, startling him. August jumped back and let out a small noise, immediately embarrassed
that he had. Woody barked once, sharply.“Sorry,” Wes said. “Didn’t mean to scare you. But I
could tell you were up, because the rig moves a little when you walk around in it. You slept late.
Did you know it’s after ten?”“Oh. Not exactly, but I knew it was weirdly late. I don’t usually sleep in
like that, but I was awake a long time in the night.”“Right. Sorry. My fault, I know. Anyway . . . I just
had some news, so I been waiting to tell you. I’m ahead of schedule. Looks like I’ll be done early
this afternoon. Well. Not early early. But maybe more like three instead of six. Thought you’d want
to know.”August leaned forward and pressed his hands down on the dinette table, because it felt
too weird and awkward to stand, hands at his sides, and carry on a conversation through the
window.“Now how did you manage to pick up three hours just this morning?”“Well,” Wes said,
and scratched his head. As if it was a mystery to him as well. “I didn’t exactly. It’s more that I
always add a cushion of time. Because it seems like something always goes wrong. A bolt strips
while I’m taking something apart. Or shears right off. And I got to drill it out or something. Or I get
things apart and there’s more going on in there than I thought. But now I’m putting it all back
together. And nothing’s gone wrong. And nothing much left to go wrong. So I thought I’d let you
know. Because I figured . . . if I get you done by three, you’ll be wanting to get on the road today.”
Long pause. “Right?”“Probably so,” August said, identifying the subtext without addressing
it.“And you’ll want to . . . you know. Get ready and all. And . . . like that.”“Right,” August said. “Like
that.”“Take her out for a test drive,” Wes said a little after two thirty.August climbed into the
driver’s seat for the first time in three days. Woody leapt into his position on the dog bed, on the
floor between the driver and passenger seats. As he always did. He seemed to feel as though
staying anywhere behind the cab of the rig while August drove away might amount to being left
behind.August started up the engine, a trifle apprehensive, but it started well and ran smoothly
and quietly. He looked up at Wes through the windshield. The mechanic gave him a thumbs-up,



the fear and need on his face nearly breaking August’s heart. August looked away again and
shifted into reverse. Put his foot on the gas. Just as the cab of the rig pulled level with the front of
the garage, August glanced over and saw the boys.They were leaning with their backs against
the garage in the hot sun. Their hair was freshly combed. Almost too neat and perfect to be real.
Their clean white shirts were tucked into their shorts all the way around. Two firsts, August
thought. The first time their shirts were clean, and the first time they stayed tucked in. Then
again, for your shirt to untuck, you have to move. The boys weren’t moving.Beside each boy sat
a small, ancient, hard-side suitcase. One was dark green, the other a battered tan with one dark-
maroon vertical stripe. August looked away quickly because it was too sad.When he pulled back
up in front of the garage, the boys had not moved. Wes had not moved. It was as though August
had thrown them all into a state of suspended animation by failing to make—or at least announce
—a clear decision.August shifted out of gear and stepped on the parking brake. Wes dropped to
the ground and looked underneath the rig for a long time. Checking for leaks, August assumed.
August braved another look at the boys. They reminded him of children alone on a train platform
during the war, waiting for possible strangers to possibly transport them to safety. Hoping for
rescue, despite their parents being left behind. Not that he had ever witnessed such a scene
with his own eyes. But still.Henry turned his head to look off into the distance, and, in doing so,
he caused one lock of his otherwise perfectly combed hair to fall out of place. It trailed onto his
forehead, the tiniest possible rebellion. As August watched, Seth pulled a black plastic comb
from his shorts pocket, leaned over closer to his brother, and combed the errant lock back into
position.August’s heart broke. Cleanly and decisively. And now he had to go break theirs.A
strong pushback rose in his chest. It made him angry. It felt unfair that he had been put in this
position. Then he remembered what he’d been given in return. He told himself that breaking bad
news to them was the whole price he had to pay for Yellowstone and three days’ worth of
expensive repair work. Thing is, it wasn’t a small price to pay. Maybe it should have been, but it
wasn’t. Or at least it didn’t feel small.He opened the door and stepped down, leaving the engine
running. He walked around the back—the long way—to avoid Wes. Predictably, the boys turned
their eyes up to him. Just the way their father had told them not to do in the interim. Because it
wasn’t fair. It just so wasn’t fair.“You boys look like you’re sure you’re going somewhere,” he said.
Hoping to ease into the thing.“Our dad told us to be all ready,” Seth said. “Just in case. He said
that way if you said yes, we wouldn’t keep you waiting. But he said he didn’t think you were
gonna say yes.”Henry shifted his eyes down to the dirt, and the lock of hair fell onto his forehead
again. Seth twitched but did not ultimately move, as if he’d been about to reach for it, then
changed his mind. August could see the stress it caused him. He watched Seth unable to take
his eyes off his brother’s forehead, unable to take his focus off an imperfection he apparently felt
was his responsibility.August heard a slight whimper and turned to see Woody in the passenger
seat, front paws up on the window, longing to get to the boys.“Here’s the thing,” August
said.Then he stopped talking for a time. He would later go over the moment again and again in
his head, examining what he knew and when. The boys both looked up into his face with those



eyes. Those unfair brown eyes. They didn’t say a word. They waited.“There are drawers in the
rig,” August said at last, “and there are cupboards. The cupboards are high, but it’s okay for
Henry to stand on the couch to reach them if he takes his dirty shoes off first. I’ll clear out a
drawer to share and a cupboard for each of you. And then when you get your stuff in them, I want
you to leave the suitcases behind. Because they’ll only get in the way. It’ll be small in there for
three people and a dog. Even though the dog is small. Anyway. We’ll have to do our best to work
around each other.”Then he stopped talking, and the silence resonated and seemed to last a
long time.Seth broke it.“Dad!” he screamed. Loud enough to hurt August’s Seth-side ear. “Dad!
Guess what? He said yes!”And August thought, Oh, holy crap. Did I? Did I say yes? And why
exactly did I do that? And how could I have done a thing like that without at least talking to myself
about it first?Then he realized that none of that nonsense mattered anyway. It was too late to
take it back. It was done.“I’m writing down my cell phone number,” August said.He and Wes were
standing in the tiny office. The place where you meet with the garage owner at the end of the
repair, usually so you can settle up your bill. Usually not so you can exchange information for the
purpose of returning his children at the end of the summer.August glanced over his shoulder
through the wide-open office door. Seth was belted into the passenger seat of the rig, and Henry
was standing up between the seats, one hand stretched out to each. They both stared at the
adults through the windshield. Their elation seemed to have worn off quickly, revealing the
miscellaneous uncertainties beneath.“Thanks,” Wes said. “And I looked up the number of the
county jail and wrote it down. I gave it to Seth. And I gave him some money so they can call from
a pay phone. I can get calls up to three times a week. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Just
inside certain hours. I wrote down the hours.”“You can receive calls? I didn’t think inmates could
receive calls.”Wes seemed to wince at the word “inmates.” “Rule is, only in an emergency or by
special permission. I got permission on account of I’m the sole provider for these two kids, and I
knew they’d be in no position to come visit. Either way.”“Oh,” August said. “Okay. Seth can call
from my cell phone. I’ve got minutes coming out of my ears.”“Good. Thanks.”August watched the
mechanic carefully. Watched his eyes, his mood, his reactions. Because he wanted to see how a
man felt as he sent his kids off to spend the summer with a relative stranger. But Wes either felt
very little emotion or, more likely, didn’t like to give his feelings away.“It’s no problem. It costs me
nothing. We’ll call three times a week.”“Yeah. That would be good. That would help a lot. Help
them and me both. Hey, hope you don’t mind, I wrote down your license number, and I thought
you could put your full name and address on this paper. It’s just that . . . if the authorities ask me
where I put my kids . . . you know . . . sounds kind of bad if I don’t specifically know. I mean, what
do I say? ‘Well, they drove off with some guy, but he seemed okay and he said he’d bring ’em
back later.’ I mean, I can’t just tell people I gave my kids to this guy I don’t even know.”The
mechanic’s own words twisted his face into a wry smile, and he ended on a snort that was
almost laughter. Sardonic laughter. Then his face changed suddenly. His eyes went wide, and he
lowered himself into his desk chair. He brought one of his hands to his chest as though he was
having trouble breathing.“Hey,” August said. “Wes. You all right?”At first Wes just looked up at



him, eyes still showing whites all around. Looking but clearly not seeing. Then he said, “Is that
what I’m doing? My God. That’s what I’m doing, isn’t it? I’m giving my kids to this guy I don’t even
know.”August leaned over the desk and grabbed Wes hard by both shoulders. “Look at me,” he
said. It didn’t take at first, so he tried again. “Wes. Look at me.” This time Wes’s panicked eyes
met his own. “I’m going to take good care of those boys. And we’re going to call you three times a
week. They’re going to see some amazing things. Places they never knew existed. And I’ll bring
them back in September. And if you ever want to know how they are, I’m on the other end of my
cell phone.”“I’d have to call collect.”“Go ahead if you need to. If it feels important.”“Let me give
you some money for their food.”Wes pulled out his wallet and removed every bill it contained.
August accepted the money without looking or counting and without comment.“Thanks.
Seriously. Thanks, August. I mean it. I knew you were okay. I knew I didn’t make a mistake with
you. I don’t know why I lost track of that for a minute. I just . . .”“Love those boys?”Wes began to
cry. Not openly, like sobbing. It was silent, and he obviously tried to resist it. But August clearly
saw the tears well up and spill over.“They’re my whole life,” he said, swiping hard at his eyes with
the back of one hand. “My whole world. You know?”“I know,” August said.“Mind if I go in the rig
alone and say good-bye?”“Go ahead.”In fact, August didn’t even watch them through the
windshield. He considered the moment entirely theirs and let them have it.“Was my dad okay?”
Seth asked as they pulled out onto the road that would take them back to the highway.“Pretty
okay.”“He looked like he was having a heart attack or something.”“No. Nothing like that. I think he
just got scared because he was sending you away with me.”“But you’re okay. Aren’t you?”“I am.
Which I reminded him. And then he felt better. He just loves you guys a lot.”Seth smiled, but it
was a sad, lost little smile.August looked in the rearview mirror at Henry. He was sitting on the
couch. Wearing his lap belt, as instructed. Woody was sitting with his front end draped over
Henry’s lap, his back end on the couch. Henry was stroking the dog with one hand. And crying.
And wiping his nose on the sleeve of his clean white shirt.“I don’t remember your name,” Seth
said. “I remember the dog’s name but not yours.”“August.”“Like the month?”“Yes. Like the
month.”“Mr. August?”“No. Just August. It’s my first name.”“Oh. I never knew anybody named after
a month before.”“Ever known a girl named April? Or May? Or June?”“Um. Let me think. No. Not
really known. But I guess I’ve heard of such a thing. But I never heard of a man named after a
month. So what do I call you?”“August.”“You sure that’s not disrespectful? My dad said to be real
respectful.”“It might be disrespectful to call a grown-up by their first name if they haven’t asked
you to, and if you’re not sure how they feel about that. But if a grown-up says, ‘Call me August,’
then that’s what you do.”“And then it’s not disrespectful.”“Right.”“I’m talking too much. Aren’t
I?”“Well. I don’t know about that. Too much for who?”“My dad said I shouldn’t talk too much.”“But
how do you know what’s too much?”“I asked him that exact same thing. He said if I talk the way I
usually do, that would be too much.”August laughed, and it surprised Seth, who didn’t seem to
understand what part of that was funny.“Tell you what,” August said. “If I think it’s too much, I’ll
say something. Something like, ‘How about some quiet for a while?’ If I don’t say that, it’s not too
much.”“Sure, okay,” Seth said.Then he was dead silent through the rest of California.Chapter



Four:MEETINGS“Nevada state line,” August said. “Two miles.”Seth’s head snapped up. “Henry!
You hear that?” He craned his neck around to check on his little brother.August glanced in the
rearview mirror. Henry was struggling to wake up. Woody was still hanging half over his
lap.“Henry! Listen! A whole new state! Nevada. We never been to Nevada before. You gotta
wake up. You gotta see this.”“Really never been to Nevada?” August asked.“Never.”“Not so very
far from where you live.”“Really? Seems far. Anyway, we never went.”“What other states have you
been in besides California?”“None of ’em. Can we stop?”“Stop? I’m not sure what you mean.
Stop where?”“In Nevada.”“Well . . . Seth . . . we’ll be going through Nevada for a while. We’ll be
making lots of stops.”“But I mean when we first get there. I want to see if it’s different.”“It’s not
very different. One mile this side of the state line is a lot like one mile across it.”“Oh,” Seth said.
“Okay.” His disappointment was heartbreakingly obvious. “It’s up to you where you stop or where
you don’t. That’s fine. And you’re probably right. I just kind of wanted to feel it for myself.”“It feels
different to me,” Seth said. “I can’t even really say how. It just does.”He stood on the curb at a
highway rest stop. They were close enough to the state line sign to read it. August held Woody’s
leash, partially standing his ground as the dog pulled him over toward more interesting smells.
Better places to lift his leg.“I’ll accept that,” August said.He looked down at Henry, who huddled
close to his brother’s side. “What do you think, Henry? Is Nevada different?”Henry quickly turned
his face away.“Do you have a camera?” Seth asked. “Would you get mad if I asked you to take a
picture of that sign? The one that says we’re in Nevada?”“Seth, I won’t get mad no matter what
you ask me. I might say yes or I might say no, but I won’t get mad at you for asking. I’ll take a
picture of the sign. Only thing is we’re on the wrong side of it now.”This is a work of fiction.
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STANDING STILLAugust Schroeder stood at the rear door of his broken-down motor home
looking out through the small, square window. Had he looked out any other window—the
windshield, the side windows, the little window over the kitchen sink—he’d have seen the inside
of a mechanic’s garage. He wanted to see sky. He’d come out here to see sky. Not toolboxes and
racks of new tires and hydraulic lifts.He stepped out the door, down the two metal steps, and
walked into the mechanic’s garage. He stepped in front of the open hood, where the mechanic
could see him. The man straightened up, stretching his lower back against one hand. He wiped
his hands on a red shop rag. Wiped his forehead on one dirty sleeve.He was unusually tall, the
mechanic. Maybe six foot six or taller. His limbs appeared stretched—thin and lanky. His blond
hair was long in the back, curling and tumbling and disappearing under the collar of his blue
work shirt.Wes. His name was Wes. August had been careful to learn this, because so much of
his fate rested in the mechanic’s hands. It seemed wise to remove as much of the distance
between them as possible.“How’s it going?” August asked.“I’m on schedule. If that’s what you
mean.”August sighed. Took a seat on a stack of three unmounted tires, lowering himself with his
hands. “I don’t even know what I mean. Just making conversation, I guess.”Wes pulled a pack of
cigarettes out of his breast pocket and shook one out, receiving it with his lips. “What’ve you
been doing to keep busy all day?”“Not much. Just absorbing the fact that Yellowstone isn’t going
to happen.”Wes lit the cigarette. Squinted at August through the smoke. “You told me you’re out
all summer. Seems to me you’d still have plenty of time.”“Time, yeah. I’ve got time. That’s not the
issue. Money is the issue. I budget just so much for gas every summer. Yellowstone is four states
away.”“You go out all summer every summer?”“I do.”“You a teacher?”“Yes.”“What do you
teach?”“High school science.”“Science,” Wes said. Like he was describing a shiny new car
hardly anyone could afford. “I used to be good at science. So . . . maybe Yellowstone next
summer.”“Yeah,” August said. “I guess.” But when he thought again about giving up the part of
the trip Phillip would have loved, should have shared, the pain came back, slicing him into two
parts. The old and the new. It was so familiar now, that pain. He almost welcomed it. He’d almost
missed it.“But it was the whole point of the trip this year. It was really . . . kind of a big deal. But
anyway, you don’t need to know all that, and it’s kind of personal. I just won’t be able to afford it,
and that’s just the way it is.”He looked up into Wes’s face and saw something, but he didn’t know
what it was. Something that the mechanic was holding in. Something he could say, or not say. A
weighing of options.“I swear I’m not gouging you on this repair,” he said, but that wasn’t the
thing.“I know you’re not,” August said.“I appreciate the trust.”“It isn’t exactly trust. I don’t know you
at all. I’ve known you for less than a full day. The reason I know your prices are fair is because my
father owned a garage. I used to work summers there. I’m not exactly a mechanic, but I know
quite a bit about it. I know the things that tend to go wrong, and I know how many hours’ labor it
takes to fix them. If you were gouging me, I’d know it.”About an hour later, August stood looking
out his back door again, watching two boys play. One was maybe eleven or twelve, tall and lanky.
He reminded August of a young horse—long legged and somehow managing to combine
clumsiness with an odd grace. His hair was light brown and shaggy. The little one was quite little



in comparison, maybe seven. His every move looked tentative. His very being had a tentative
quality that drew August’s eyes.They were kicking a ball around in an enormous lot of dirt and
weeds, close enough to the garage that August assumed they belonged to the mechanic into
whose hands he had fallen. He guessed they were brothers, because boys of such disparate
ages didn’t tend to band together in play. Besides, they looked like brothers. They looked like two
examples of the same theme.As he stood watching, the long, familiar blade of pain sliced down
from the pit of his throat, burned its way between his lungs. It was right there in his body, he now
knew. It had never been in his head. It had always been real, but he had lived all those years
without knowing it. Those years felt pointless and wasted now.Woody wiggled by his left shin,
whining. There was a low window, too, in the rear door. Woody could see the boys play, and he
wanted out. His little docked tail quivered more than it wagged. The sound he made reminded
August of the whine of his garden hose when the water was restrained by a closed nozzle.He
reached down and scratched between Woody’s small shoulder blades, his fingertips
disappearing in the wiry white fur. The dog let out a yip, almost as though accidentally. As though
he’d been straining to hold it in but then it got the better of him.“Okay,” August said. “Why
not?”He opened the back door.They were a good long way from the road. Even farther from the
highway. Now, with the door open, August could hear it in the distance, the highway. Well, not the
highway itself, but the cars on it. The distant drone of their travel. That sound sliced down
through his chest, too. Because he was not on that highway with them. He should have been on
that highway. He should have been gone. He should not have been here. Then again the word
“should” repaired nothing. It definitely did not do engine repairs.He stepped out of the air-
conditioning. Into the June heat. He watched Woody blast over to the two boys, bounding up and
down to chart his trajectory over the weeds. As he ran farther away from August, his image
became distorted by wavy bands of rising heat.The bigger boy’s head came up, and his face
brightened when he saw the dog. Woody was the perfect dog for a kid that age. A small-to-
medium terrier mix full of excitement, always up for play, happy to do tricks.The littler boy turned
to see what his brother had seen. He jumped, missed kicking the ball, and ran behind the tall
boy to hide.“He’s friendly,” August called out. “He just wants to play. He’s been cooped up inside
the motor home too long.”The little one emerged. Tentatively, as he seemed to do everything.
Full of wonder and fear warring with each other. August knew the wonder would win. He wished
he could communicate what he knew to this frightened boy. But that never did any good anyway.
People learned by what they experienced. It mattered little what anyone said to anyone.The
small guy held a nervous hand out to Woody, but the dog jumped away again, running in a wide
circle and then doubling back for another invitation. He didn’t want to be petted. He could get
that much inside. He wanted to play.August walked closer. The older boy stood straight-backed
and tall as August approached. He took charge, that boy. It seemed to be his nature. There was
something unusually mature about his stance. It made August’s slicing pain ease and withdraw
slightly. Because the boy in front of him was not Phillip. The boy in front of him was only who he
was. He was only himself.The younger boy retreated behind his brother again as August drew



near.“That’s your rig, huh?” the tall boy asked, pointing with his chin to the rear one-third of the
motor home protruding from the garage. “That’s a real nice rig.”“Thank you.”“Nice dog, too. Is he
a Jack Russell terrier?”“Maybe part. I’m not sure. He’s from the pound.”“What’s his
name?”“Woody,” August said, and Woody’s ears twitched.“He do any tricks?”“Lots of them. But
right now he’s feeling cooped up. He wants to let off steam. Tell you what. I’ll make you an offer. If
you can catch him, I’ll give you five bucks.”“He won’t come when you call him?”“Oh, no,” August
said. “That’s not it at all. He’ll do whatever I tell him to do. But that’s his favorite game. When kids
try to catch him.”The tall boy’s eyes grew lighter. “Hey, Henry,” he said. “Five bucks. What do you
think?”They took off in pursuit of the dog, zero to full kid speed in seconds. Woody ran a wide,
delighted arc, looking over his shoulder as if laughing.They would never catch Woody. So it
wasn’t really fair. If they ran him until he was happy and worn down, August would offer them the
five dollars anyway. Otherwise it was just a mean trick. He wandered back into the mechanic’s
garage, because it hurt to watch children play. Despite the fact that he’d been doing so on
purpose for some time.About ten minutes after August took a seat on the stack of tires, the
mechanic pulled his head out from under the hood. He looked at August as if he had something
to say. But if so, he never said it. Instead, he lit a cigarette, took a deep drag, then blew the
smoke out again, watching it as if transfixed. As if he’d never seen such a thing before.“How bad
d’you want to make it to Yellowstone?” he asked.“Bad,” August said. But it felt dicey. A little
dangerous. There was an offer hovering somewhere. Everything was a mystery except the
weight of it, which he could feel. “If you have thoughts, I’d like to hear them.”“Never mind,” Wes
said, cutting his eyes down to the concrete floor. “Forget I mentioned it.”“You’ve got something to
say, go ahead and say it.”Just at that moment the older boy stepped into the garage, carrying
Woody in his arms. Woody’s tongue lolled out, longer than seemed physically possible, and, as
the dog panted, he flipped little drops of sweat onto the boy’s bare arm. The effect was that of a
wide grin on the dog’s face. And that might have been exactly what it was. August looked up to
the face of the boy. It was red and dripping from the heat and exertion.“Seth,” the mechanic said.
“What’re you doing with the man’s dog?”“It was his idea,” Seth said.“It was my idea,” August said.
“He’s doing exactly what I asked him to do.” Then, to the boy: “I can’t believe you caught him.
Nobody ever caught him before. You must be one fast guy.”“That’s not how I did it. I didn’t do it
with my legs. I did it with my brain.”Seth poured the dog into August’s arms, and August set
Woody on his paws on the concrete floor and went after his wallet. Pulled out a five-dollar bill
and handed it to Seth.“Pleasure doing business with you,” Seth said, with something almost like
a small salute.It seemed an odd expression for a child his age, until August considered that the
boy lived in—or at least behind—a business. He must have heard it all the time.August watched
him walk back out into the shimmering heat.“Nice boys,” August said.No reply. Wes just crushed
the cigarette into an ashtray on the workbench and stuck his head back under the hood.August
gathered Woody back onto his lap and watched for a few moments to pass the time. But it was
really no more interesting than staring at the sky. Right around the time he was ready to go back
inside his rig, the upper part of Wes emerged again.“When I finish up for the day,” he said,



“maybe you and me can have a drink?”“Oh. Um. I don’t drink.”“At all?”“No. Not at all.”“Oh. Well.
The drink isn’t the real deal of it. Coffee, then.”August felt a rush of discomfort. This tall, odd man
wanted something from him. And he couldn’t imagine what it might be. He couldn’t imagine what
he had that the mechanic would need or even want. He briefly tried on the idea that the man was
hitting on him. But it didn’t feel quite like that. But it felt equally personal, scary, and emotionally
important.“I have coffee inside,” August said. “Come knock when you’re done.”“I’ll prob’ly work
late. Eight or nine at least. All the better to get you back on the road.”“I’ll be up,” August said. “Just
knock.”Then he spent the rest of the day wondering how big a mistake he had actually made.At
the end of the day, the mechanic put away his tools, shut off the lights, and let himself out of the
shop through a side door. He didn’t knock.August drank the coffee himself and, predictably,
couldn’t sleep.Chapter One:AUGUST, STANDING STILLAugust Schroeder stood at the rear
door of his broken-down motor home looking out through the small, square window. Had he
looked out any other window—the windshield, the side windows, the little window over the
kitchen sink—he’d have seen the inside of a mechanic’s garage. He wanted to see sky. He’d
come out here to see sky. Not toolboxes and racks of new tires and hydraulic lifts.He stepped out
the door, down the two metal steps, and walked into the mechanic’s garage. He stepped in front
of the open hood, where the mechanic could see him. The man straightened up, stretching his
lower back against one hand. He wiped his hands on a red shop rag. Wiped his forehead on one
dirty sleeve.He was unusually tall, the mechanic. Maybe six foot six or taller. His limbs appeared
stretched—thin and lanky. His blond hair was long in the back, curling and tumbling and
disappearing under the collar of his blue work shirt.Wes. His name was Wes. August had been
careful to learn this, because so much of his fate rested in the mechanic’s hands. It seemed wise
to remove as much of the distance between them as possible.“How’s it going?” August
asked.“I’m on schedule. If that’s what you mean.”August sighed. Took a seat on a stack of three
unmounted tires, lowering himself with his hands. “I don’t even know what I mean. Just making
conversation, I guess.”Wes pulled a pack of cigarettes out of his breast pocket and shook one
out, receiving it with his lips. “What’ve you been doing to keep busy all day?”“Not much. Just
absorbing the fact that Yellowstone isn’t going to happen.”Wes lit the cigarette. Squinted at
August through the smoke. “You told me you’re out all summer. Seems to me you’d still have
plenty of time.”“Time, yeah. I’ve got time. That’s not the issue. Money is the issue. I budget just so
much for gas every summer. Yellowstone is four states away.”“You go out all summer every
summer?”“I do.”“You a teacher?”“Yes.”“What do you teach?”“High school science.”“Science,”
Wes said. Like he was describing a shiny new car hardly anyone could afford. “I used to be good
at science. So . . . maybe Yellowstone next summer.”“Yeah,” August said. “I guess.” But when he
thought again about giving up the part of the trip Phillip would have loved, should have shared,
the pain came back, slicing him into two parts. The old and the new. It was so familiar now, that
pain. He almost welcomed it. He’d almost missed it.“But it was the whole point of the trip this
year. It was really . . . kind of a big deal. But anyway, you don’t need to know all that, and it’s kind
of personal. I just won’t be able to afford it, and that’s just the way it is.”He looked up into Wes’s



face and saw something, but he didn’t know what it was. Something that the mechanic was
holding in. Something he could say, or not say. A weighing of options.“I swear I’m not gouging
you on this repair,” he said, but that wasn’t the thing.“I know you’re not,” August said.“I appreciate
the trust.”“It isn’t exactly trust. I don’t know you at all. I’ve known you for less than a full day. The
reason I know your prices are fair is because my father owned a garage. I used to work summers
there. I’m not exactly a mechanic, but I know quite a bit about it. I know the things that tend to go
wrong, and I know how many hours’ labor it takes to fix them. If you were gouging me, I’d know
it.”About an hour later, August stood looking out his back door again, watching two boys play.
One was maybe eleven or twelve, tall and lanky. He reminded August of a young horse—long
legged and somehow managing to combine clumsiness with an odd grace. His hair was light
brown and shaggy. The little one was quite little in comparison, maybe seven. His every move
looked tentative. His very being had a tentative quality that drew August’s eyes.They were
kicking a ball around in an enormous lot of dirt and weeds, close enough to the garage that
August assumed they belonged to the mechanic into whose hands he had fallen. He guessed
they were brothers, because boys of such disparate ages didn’t tend to band together in play.
Besides, they looked like brothers. They looked like two examples of the same theme.As he
stood watching, the long, familiar blade of pain sliced down from the pit of his throat, burned its
way between his lungs. It was right there in his body, he now knew. It had never been in his head.
It had always been real, but he had lived all those years without knowing it. Those years felt
pointless and wasted now.Woody wiggled by his left shin, whining. There was a low window, too,
in the rear door. Woody could see the boys play, and he wanted out. His little docked tail
quivered more than it wagged. The sound he made reminded August of the whine of his garden
hose when the water was restrained by a closed nozzle.He reached down and scratched
between Woody’s small shoulder blades, his fingertips disappearing in the wiry white fur. The
dog let out a yip, almost as though accidentally. As though he’d been straining to hold it in but
then it got the better of him.“Okay,” August said. “Why not?”He opened the back door.They were
a good long way from the road. Even farther from the highway. Now, with the door open, August
could hear it in the distance, the highway. Well, not the highway itself, but the cars on it. The
distant drone of their travel. That sound sliced down through his chest, too. Because he was not
on that highway with them. He should have been on that highway. He should have been gone. He
should not have been here. Then again the word “should” repaired nothing. It definitely did not
do engine repairs.He stepped out of the air-conditioning. Into the June heat. He watched Woody
blast over to the two boys, bounding up and down to chart his trajectory over the weeds. As he
ran farther away from August, his image became distorted by wavy bands of rising heat.The
bigger boy’s head came up, and his face brightened when he saw the dog. Woody was the
perfect dog for a kid that age. A small-to-medium terrier mix full of excitement, always up for play,
happy to do tricks.The littler boy turned to see what his brother had seen. He jumped, missed
kicking the ball, and ran behind the tall boy to hide.“He’s friendly,” August called out. “He just
wants to play. He’s been cooped up inside the motor home too long.”The little one emerged.



Tentatively, as he seemed to do everything. Full of wonder and fear warring with each other.
August knew the wonder would win. He wished he could communicate what he knew to this
frightened boy. But that never did any good anyway. People learned by what they experienced. It
mattered little what anyone said to anyone.The small guy held a nervous hand out to Woody, but
the dog jumped away again, running in a wide circle and then doubling back for another
invitation. He didn’t want to be petted. He could get that much inside. He wanted to play.August
walked closer. The older boy stood straight-backed and tall as August approached. He took
charge, that boy. It seemed to be his nature. There was something unusually mature about his
stance. It made August’s slicing pain ease and withdraw slightly. Because the boy in front of him
was not Phillip. The boy in front of him was only who he was. He was only himself.The younger
boy retreated behind his brother again as August drew near.“That’s your rig, huh?” the tall boy
asked, pointing with his chin to the rear one-third of the motor home protruding from the garage.
“That’s a real nice rig.”“Thank you.”“Nice dog, too. Is he a Jack Russell terrier?”“Maybe part. I’m
not sure. He’s from the pound.”“What’s his name?”“Woody,” August said, and Woody’s ears
twitched.“He do any tricks?”“Lots of them. But right now he’s feeling cooped up. He wants to let
off steam. Tell you what. I’ll make you an offer. If you can catch him, I’ll give you five bucks.”“He
won’t come when you call him?”“Oh, no,” August said. “That’s not it at all. He’ll do whatever I tell
him to do. But that’s his favorite game. When kids try to catch him.”The tall boy’s eyes grew
lighter. “Hey, Henry,” he said. “Five bucks. What do you think?”They took off in pursuit of the dog,
zero to full kid speed in seconds. Woody ran a wide, delighted arc, looking over his shoulder as if
laughing.They would never catch Woody. So it wasn’t really fair. If they ran him until he was
happy and worn down, August would offer them the five dollars anyway. Otherwise it was just a
mean trick. He wandered back into the mechanic’s garage, because it hurt to watch children
play. Despite the fact that he’d been doing so on purpose for some time.About ten minutes after
August took a seat on the stack of tires, the mechanic pulled his head out from under the hood.
He looked at August as if he had something to say. But if so, he never said it. Instead, he lit a
cigarette, took a deep drag, then blew the smoke out again, watching it as if transfixed. As if he’d
never seen such a thing before.“How bad d’you want to make it to Yellowstone?” he asked.“Bad,”
August said. But it felt dicey. A little dangerous. There was an offer hovering somewhere.
Everything was a mystery except the weight of it, which he could feel. “If you have thoughts, I’d
like to hear them.”“Never mind,” Wes said, cutting his eyes down to the concrete floor. “Forget I
mentioned it.”“You’ve got something to say, go ahead and say it.”Just at that moment the older
boy stepped into the garage, carrying Woody in his arms. Woody’s tongue lolled out, longer than
seemed physically possible, and, as the dog panted, he flipped little drops of sweat onto the
boy’s bare arm. The effect was that of a wide grin on the dog’s face. And that might have been
exactly what it was. August looked up to the face of the boy. It was red and dripping from the heat
and exertion.“Seth,” the mechanic said. “What’re you doing with the man’s dog?”“It was his idea,”
Seth said.“It was my idea,” August said. “He’s doing exactly what I asked him to do.” Then, to the
boy: “I can’t believe you caught him. Nobody ever caught him before. You must be one fast



guy.”“That’s not how I did it. I didn’t do it with my legs. I did it with my brain.”Seth poured the dog
into August’s arms, and August set Woody on his paws on the concrete floor and went after his
wallet. Pulled out a five-dollar bill and handed it to Seth.“Pleasure doing business with you,” Seth
said, with something almost like a small salute.It seemed an odd expression for a child his age,
until August considered that the boy lived in—or at least behind—a business. He must have
heard it all the time.August watched him walk back out into the shimmering heat.“Nice boys,”
August said.No reply. Wes just crushed the cigarette into an ashtray on the workbench and stuck
his head back under the hood.August gathered Woody back onto his lap and watched for a few
moments to pass the time. But it was really no more interesting than staring at the sky. Right
around the time he was ready to go back inside his rig, the upper part of Wes emerged
again.“When I finish up for the day,” he said, “maybe you and me can have a drink?”“Oh. Um. I
don’t drink.”“At all?”“No. Not at all.”“Oh. Well. The drink isn’t the real deal of it. Coffee,
then.”August felt a rush of discomfort. This tall, odd man wanted something from him. And he
couldn’t imagine what it might be. He couldn’t imagine what he had that the mechanic would
need or even want. He briefly tried on the idea that the man was hitting on him. But it didn’t feel
quite like that. But it felt equally personal, scary, and emotionally important.“I have coffee inside,”
August said. “Come knock when you’re done.”“I’ll prob’ly work late. Eight or nine at least. All the
better to get you back on the road.”“I’ll be up,” August said. “Just knock.”Then he spent the rest of
the day wondering how big a mistake he had actually made.At the end of the day, the mechanic
put away his tools, shut off the lights, and let himself out of the shop through a side door. He
didn’t knock.August drank the coffee himself and, predictably, couldn’t sleep.Chapter
One:AUGUST, STANDING STILLAugust Schroeder stood at the rear door of his broken-down
motor home looking out through the small, square window. Had he looked out any other window
—the windshield, the side windows, the little window over the kitchen sink—he’d have seen the
inside of a mechanic’s garage. He wanted to see sky. He’d come out here to see sky. Not
toolboxes and racks of new tires and hydraulic lifts.He stepped out the door, down the two metal
steps, and walked into the mechanic’s garage. He stepped in front of the open hood, where the
mechanic could see him. The man straightened up, stretching his lower back against one hand.
He wiped his hands on a red shop rag. Wiped his forehead on one dirty sleeve.He was unusually
tall, the mechanic. Maybe six foot six or taller. His limbs appeared stretched—thin and lanky. His
blond hair was long in the back, curling and tumbling and disappearing under the collar of his
blue work shirt.Wes. His name was Wes. August had been careful to learn this, because so
much of his fate rested in the mechanic’s hands. It seemed wise to remove as much of the
distance between them as possible.“How’s it going?” August asked.“I’m on schedule. If that’s
what you mean.”August sighed. Took a seat on a stack of three unmounted tires, lowering
himself with his hands. “I don’t even know what I mean. Just making conversation, I guess.”Wes
pulled a pack of cigarettes out of his breast pocket and shook one out, receiving it with his lips.
“What’ve you been doing to keep busy all day?”“Not much. Just absorbing the fact that
Yellowstone isn’t going to happen.”Wes lit the cigarette. Squinted at August through the smoke.



“You told me you’re out all summer. Seems to me you’d still have plenty of time.”“Time, yeah. I’ve
got time. That’s not the issue. Money is the issue. I budget just so much for gas every summer.
Yellowstone is four states away.”“You go out all summer every summer?”“I do.”“You a
teacher?”“Yes.”“What do you teach?”“High school science.”“Science,” Wes said. Like he was
describing a shiny new car hardly anyone could afford. “I used to be good at science. So . . .
maybe Yellowstone next summer.”“Yeah,” August said. “I guess.” But when he thought again
about giving up the part of the trip Phillip would have loved, should have shared, the pain came
back, slicing him into two parts. The old and the new. It was so familiar now, that pain. He almost
welcomed it. He’d almost missed it.“But it was the whole point of the trip this year. It was really . . .
kind of a big deal. But anyway, you don’t need to know all that, and it’s kind of personal. I just
won’t be able to afford it, and that’s just the way it is.”He looked up into Wes’s face and saw
something, but he didn’t know what it was. Something that the mechanic was holding in.
Something he could say, or not say. A weighing of options.“I swear I’m not gouging you on this
repair,” he said, but that wasn’t the thing.“I know you’re not,” August said.“I appreciate the
trust.”“It isn’t exactly trust. I don’t know you at all. I’ve known you for less than a full day. The
reason I know your prices are fair is because my father owned a garage. I used to work summers
there. I’m not exactly a mechanic, but I know quite a bit about it. I know the things that tend to go
wrong, and I know how many hours’ labor it takes to fix them. If you were gouging me, I’d know
it.”About an hour later, August stood looking out his back door again, watching two boys play.
One was maybe eleven or twelve, tall and lanky. He reminded August of a young horse—long
legged and somehow managing to combine clumsiness with an odd grace. His hair was light
brown and shaggy. The little one was quite little in comparison, maybe seven. His every move
looked tentative. His very being had a tentative quality that drew August’s eyes.They were
kicking a ball around in an enormous lot of dirt and weeds, close enough to the garage that
August assumed they belonged to the mechanic into whose hands he had fallen. He guessed
they were brothers, because boys of such disparate ages didn’t tend to band together in play.
Besides, they looked like brothers. They looked like two examples of the same theme.As he
stood watching, the long, familiar blade of pain sliced down from the pit of his throat, burned its
way between his lungs. It was right there in his body, he now knew. It had never been in his head.
It had always been real, but he had lived all those years without knowing it. Those years felt
pointless and wasted now.Woody wiggled by his left shin, whining. There was a low window, too,
in the rear door. Woody could see the boys play, and he wanted out. His little docked tail
quivered more than it wagged. The sound he made reminded August of the whine of his garden
hose when the water was restrained by a closed nozzle.He reached down and scratched
between Woody’s small shoulder blades, his fingertips disappearing in the wiry white fur. The
dog let out a yip, almost as though accidentally. As though he’d been straining to hold it in but
then it got the better of him.“Okay,” August said. “Why not?”He opened the back door.They were
a good long way from the road. Even farther from the highway. Now, with the door open, August
could hear it in the distance, the highway. Well, not the highway itself, but the cars on it. The



distant drone of their travel. That sound sliced down through his chest, too. Because he was not
on that highway with them. He should have been on that highway. He should have been gone. He
should not have been here. Then again the word “should” repaired nothing. It definitely did not
do engine repairs.He stepped out of the air-conditioning. Into the June heat. He watched Woody
blast over to the two boys, bounding up and down to chart his trajectory over the weeds. As he
ran farther away from August, his image became distorted by wavy bands of rising heat.The
bigger boy’s head came up, and his face brightened when he saw the dog. Woody was the
perfect dog for a kid that age. A small-to-medium terrier mix full of excitement, always up for play,
happy to do tricks.The littler boy turned to see what his brother had seen. He jumped, missed
kicking the ball, and ran behind the tall boy to hide.“He’s friendly,” August called out. “He just
wants to play. He’s been cooped up inside the motor home too long.”The little one emerged.
Tentatively, as he seemed to do everything. Full of wonder and fear warring with each other.
August knew the wonder would win. He wished he could communicate what he knew to this
frightened boy. But that never did any good anyway. People learned by what they experienced. It
mattered little what anyone said to anyone.The small guy held a nervous hand out to Woody, but
the dog jumped away again, running in a wide circle and then doubling back for another
invitation. He didn’t want to be petted. He could get that much inside. He wanted to play.August
walked closer. The older boy stood straight-backed and tall as August approached. He took
charge, that boy. It seemed to be his nature. There was something unusually mature about his
stance. It made August’s slicing pain ease and withdraw slightly. Because the boy in front of him
was not Phillip. The boy in front of him was only who he was. He was only himself.The younger
boy retreated behind his brother again as August drew near.“That’s your rig, huh?” the tall boy
asked, pointing with his chin to the rear one-third of the motor home protruding from the garage.
“That’s a real nice rig.”“Thank you.”“Nice dog, too. Is he a Jack Russell terrier?”“Maybe part. I’m
not sure. He’s from the pound.”“What’s his name?”“Woody,” August said, and Woody’s ears
twitched.“He do any tricks?”“Lots of them. But right now he’s feeling cooped up. He wants to let
off steam. Tell you what. I’ll make you an offer. If you can catch him, I’ll give you five bucks.”“He
won’t come when you call him?”“Oh, no,” August said. “That’s not it at all. He’ll do whatever I tell
him to do. But that’s his favorite game. When kids try to catch him.”The tall boy’s eyes grew
lighter. “Hey, Henry,” he said. “Five bucks. What do you think?”They took off in pursuit of the dog,
zero to full kid speed in seconds. Woody ran a wide, delighted arc, looking over his shoulder as if
laughing.They would never catch Woody. So it wasn’t really fair. If they ran him until he was
happy and worn down, August would offer them the five dollars anyway. Otherwise it was just a
mean trick. He wandered back into the mechanic’s garage, because it hurt to watch children
play. Despite the fact that he’d been doing so on purpose for some time.About ten minutes after
August took a seat on the stack of tires, the mechanic pulled his head out from under the hood.
He looked at August as if he had something to say. But if so, he never said it. Instead, he lit a
cigarette, took a deep drag, then blew the smoke out again, watching it as if transfixed. As if he’d
never seen such a thing before.“How bad d’you want to make it to Yellowstone?” he asked.“Bad,”



August said. But it felt dicey. A little dangerous. There was an offer hovering somewhere.
Everything was a mystery except the weight of it, which he could feel. “If you have thoughts, I’d
like to hear them.”“Never mind,” Wes said, cutting his eyes down to the concrete floor. “Forget I
mentioned it.”“You’ve got something to say, go ahead and say it.”Just at that moment the older
boy stepped into the garage, carrying Woody in his arms. Woody’s tongue lolled out, longer than
seemed physically possible, and, as the dog panted, he flipped little drops of sweat onto the
boy’s bare arm. The effect was that of a wide grin on the dog’s face. And that might have been
exactly what it was. August looked up to the face of the boy. It was red and dripping from the heat
and exertion.“Seth,” the mechanic said. “What’re you doing with the man’s dog?”“It was his idea,”
Seth said.“It was my idea,” August said. “He’s doing exactly what I asked him to do.” Then, to the
boy: “I can’t believe you caught him. Nobody ever caught him before. You must be one fast
guy.”“That’s not how I did it. I didn’t do it with my legs. I did it with my brain.”Seth poured the dog
into August’s arms, and August set Woody on his paws on the concrete floor and went after his
wallet. Pulled out a five-dollar bill and handed it to Seth.“Pleasure doing business with you,” Seth
said, with something almost like a small salute.It seemed an odd expression for a child his age,
until August considered that the boy lived in—or at least behind—a business. He must have
heard it all the time.August watched him walk back out into the shimmering heat.“Nice boys,”
August said.No reply. Wes just crushed the cigarette into an ashtray on the workbench and stuck
his head back under the hood.August gathered Woody back onto his lap and watched for a few
moments to pass the time. But it was really no more interesting than staring at the sky. Right
around the time he was ready to go back inside his rig, the upper part of Wes emerged
again.“When I finish up for the day,” he said, “maybe you and me can have a drink?”“Oh. Um. I
don’t drink.”“At all?”“No. Not at all.”“Oh. Well. The drink isn’t the real deal of it. Coffee,
then.”August felt a rush of discomfort. This tall, odd man wanted something from him. And he
couldn’t imagine what it might be. He couldn’t imagine what he had that the mechanic would
need or even want. He briefly tried on the idea that the man was hitting on him. But it didn’t feel
quite like that. But it felt equally personal, scary, and emotionally important.“I have coffee inside,”
August said. “Come knock when you’re done.”“I’ll prob’ly work late. Eight or nine at least. All the
better to get you back on the road.”“I’ll be up,” August said. “Just knock.”Then he spent the rest of
the day wondering how big a mistake he had actually made.At the end of the day, the mechanic
put away his tools, shut off the lights, and let himself out of the shop through a side door. He
didn’t knock.August drank the coffee himself and, predictably, couldn’t sleep.Chapter Two:THIS
WILL SOUND CRAZYIn the morning, as he was making a fresh pot of coffee, August heard a
shy, tentative knock on the motor home’s rear door. Woody barked. And barked. And
barked.“You’re late,” he said out loud but to himself. Quietly. Too quietly to be heard through the
door.He’d already pushed the side-window blinds up but had not yet opened the curtains on the
back door. That was a more involved task, as they were blocked by the screen door. He had to
open the back door to get to them. So that always happened last.“Shhh,” he said to the dog, but
to no effect.He finished plugging in the coffeepot and turned it on to brew. Then he unlocked and



opened the back door. In the dirt at the bottom of his two metal steps stood Seth, a baseball cap
held politely in front of him, his little brother Henry directly behind.“Good morning, Seth,” he
said.“How’d you know my name was Seth?”“I heard your father call you by it yesterday.”“Oh.
That’s right. And this’s—”“Henry,” August said. “I heard you call him by it yesterday.”“Oh. Did
I?”“What can I do for you boys?”“Sorry to bother you. Sir. Hope it’s no trouble. If it is, just say, and
we’ll go right away. We wouldn’t’ve knocked if we thought you were sleeping. We saw your
shades go up. So we knew you were awake. Hope it’s not a bother. It’s just that . . . Henry . . . my
brother . . . and me, we’re just wondering . . . maybe could we play with that dog? No charge.
We’re not asking it for any five bucks. We just liked that dog. And we think he liked us back.”“I
know for a fact he liked you back,” August said. “Look at him.”He opened the door wider so the
boys could see Woody standing on his hind legs—paws reaching up and raking the air—and
jumping up and down. Yes. Jumping up and down on his hind legs only. Woody was half circus
dog. Woody could do that.Henry let out a light shriek that August recognized only after the fact
as excited laughter.“He’s good at that,” Seth said. “How’s he balance on his hind legs so
good?”“He’s just built for it, I guess. He can walk all the way across a room on his hind
legs.”“We’d sure like to see him do his tricks sometime.”“Sure. Maybe when you bring him
back.”Seth’s face lightened, and only then did August realize the boy had been waiting for a yes
or a no and straining under the weight of the uncertainty.“So we can take him out in the lot to
play?”“Sure.”August opened the door wide for Woody and gave him the simple “go on”
permission. The dog scrambled out the door and jumped all around the boys and jumped up and
put his paws on them and licked at Henry’s face, which he could reach by leaping.“I like the way
just that one ear on him is brown and the rest white,” Seth said.“Yeah,” August said. “I like that
about him, too.”“How long can we keep him out?”“Well . . . I’ll tell you what. Stay where I can see
you, and if I want him back for some reason I’ll let you know.”“Okay, thanks,” Seth said, barely
able to contain his grin.“One condition, though,” August said.The boy’s face fell, and he stepped
back as if he’d been slapped.“Nothing bad,” August said. “I just want you to tell me how you
caught him.”“Oh, that,” Seth said, and relaxed. And began to look a bit proud. “I used my
brain.”“So you said. But you really didn’t tell me how.”“Well. See. I noticed how every time you go
for him, he runs. Even if you take a step at him. Even if you just move. But if I held still or looked
the other way, he’d come closer. So I got smart and sat on the ground and turned my back on
him and pretended I didn’t want nothing to do with him at all. And he just walked right up and
climbed in my lap. But don’t worry, ’cause we ran him real good before I thought of it. I don’t want
you to worry you didn’t get your five dollars’ worth.”“I wasn’t worried,” August said. “You three
have fun.”August sat on the top metal step for half an hour or so, his feet on the bottom step, his
elbows planted on his thighs, drinking coffee and watching them play. And waiting to feel the
pain. But it didn’t come. He felt for it. Poked at it. Questioned where it was hiding. Maybe it was
because he knew the boys now, and they were so different from his own son. Maybe it was
because he almost wanted the pain back, and it was determined to do exactly the opposite of
what he wanted.The weather was a thing of beauty, lightly cool with no breeze at all. Over a



distant mountain the sky still glowed faintly red from the tail end of dawn. He heard a scuffing in
the dirt and turned his head to see Wes approach, head slightly tilted down.“Morning,” August
said. “Not too late if you still want that cup of coffee.”“Oh. Thanks, but I had mine with breakfast.
Sorry I stood you up last night.”“Up to you. You’re the one who wanted to talk.”“I decided . . .” And
then he tailed off and stood still for the longest time, staring off into the distance like the answer
was just on the line of the horizon. “It was a stupid idea,” he said, finally. “You would’ve thought I
was crazy.”August considered this for a moment, then decided he had no idea how to respond.
He was curious now, but it seemed unwise to force someone’s hand on an idea that was crazy
even to the mind that created it.Neither man spoke for a time.August stared at Seth, off playing
in the field. “There’s something . . . very . . .” Then he got stuck for a second or two, so he pushed
the words harder. “Decent. There’s something very decent about that boy.”“Who, Seth?”“Yeah.
I’m not saying the little one isn’t decent. Just that he hasn’t said a word to me, so I don’t know.
But Seth . . .”“Decent . . . meaning?”“I don’t know. There’s something upstanding about him.”Wes
snorted laughter. “Yeah, that’s Seth, all right. He’ll drive you crazy with how upstanding he is. And
how upstanding he thinks you ought to be. You got any kids?”“I had a son.”“Had?”August did not
reply.“Never mind. None of my business. Sorry.”Then Wes got his feet unstuck and made his way
into the shop. August drained the last of his coffee and followed Wes inside. The mechanic was
going through drawers in a freestanding red metal tool chest as tall as his breastbone. He picked
and chose, gathered what he seemed to think he would need, then laid those tools out on the
workbench before going on to the next drawer. He knew August was there, that much was
obvious. But he didn’t speak or even turn his head.“This . . . thing,” August said. “The one you
keep acting like you’re going to say but then you don’t say it. The one I’d think was crazy.
Yesterday you made it sound like there was some tie-in between that and whether I could still
afford to make it to Yellowstone. Was I right about that?”“It was a possibility in that direction,” Wes
said without pausing in his tool selection or looking up.“Do me a favor, then. Getting to
Yellowstone was very important to me this year. More than you know. More than anybody can
probably understand. So if you’ve got an idea, sometime between now and the time I get back
on the road again, could you go ahead and spit it out? Let me decide for myself if it’s crazy? I’ll
be driving away shortly after, and you’ll never see me again, so I really don’t see what you have
to lose.”“I expect to get ’er done tomorrow. But prob’ly late in the day. Seven, eight in the evening.
Maybe later. If that was the case, would you drive out of here tomorrow night, or sleep another
night and leave Monday morning?”“Anything after seven I’d probably stay put for the night.”“Okay
then.”“Okay what exactly?”“Okay, sometime between now and Monday morning I’ll let you know
what I was thinking so you can laugh in my face and call me a fool and drive away shaking your
head.”August held out his right hand. It took the mechanic a long time to notice. But then, when
he finally did, they shook on that deal.August didn’t go out to the lot to ask for Woody back,
because there was no reason why he should. And the boys didn’t bring the dog back until a
quarter to noon.August opened the back door, and Woody jumped in, circled twice, and flopped
onto his side on the cool kitchen linoleum, his tongue hanging off onto the floor, his ribs



heaving.“You broke my dog,” August said. But when he saw the panic in Seth’s eyes, he jumped
to repair the damage. “That was just a joke. It’s nice to see him so tired. Maybe we give him a
little break before we ask him to do tricks.”“We have to go eat lunch,” Seth said. “My dad takes off
work every day around noon. We got to go in and eat with him. Henry and me. Then we’ll come
back and see tricks. If you’re sure it’s okay.”“I’m sure it’s okay,” August said.When August looked
at the clock again, it was after two thirty. And the boys had not come back. He looked out the
window to see what he could see.Seth was outside with an ancient wooden tennis racket,
slamming a ball over and over against the side of the shop. As if he had a grudge to burn off, the
ball was the cause of it, and the racket was righteous anger. Henry was nowhere to be
seen.August tried to go back to his reading, but he couldn’t make his attention stick on the
pages. He let himself out the back door of the rig, Woody following behind at an
uncharacteristically sedate pace.Seth looked over once when he saw August coming. Then he
looked away again. And smacked that tennis ball. And smacked it. And smacked it. The mood of
the place had changed. Something had changed. There was no explanation in August’s mind,
but also no doubt.“Where’s Henry?” August asked.“Inside.”Seth missed the tennis ball in the
process of answering. August expected him to run after it, but he didn’t. He just dropped the old
racket, turned, and flopped into a sit with his back up against the shop. Woody wiggled up to
him, put his paws up on Seth’s shoulder. Sniffed at the boy’s face as though he’d lost something
there. Seth wrapped his arms around the dog and drew him in, hugging Woody close to his
chest.August sat down next to them. Leaned back. It was a spot in the full midday sun, and
August knew he wouldn’t be able to stay there long. Seth lived out here in the hot valley. He must
have been used to it.They sat in silence for a time. How long a time August found himself unable
to judge.“You never came by for dog tricks,” he said at last.Seth said, “Maybe some other
time.”Then more silence. August didn’t want to ask straight out what was wrong, because he
didn’t feel it was his place to do so. And because he had rarely, if ever, met a young boy who
wanted to talk about his heartaches and disappointments with a near stranger.Seth startled him
by speaking.“Where’re you going on your trip?”“All kinds of places. National parks mostly. Zion
and Bryce Canyon on the way up. Salt Lake City. The big destination was Yellowstone, but I
won’t make it, what with the unexpected cost of breaking down and all. Then on the way back I
want to swing east and see Arches and Canyonlands. Maybe Escalante and Capitol Reef.
Maybe Canyon de Chelly. Depends on my timing. I like to leave things loose. It’s the only time of
year I get to.”“That’s a great trip.”“I hope so. Didn’t get off to much of a start. I’m hoping it’ll pick up
from here.”“You got kids?”August sighed. As quietly as possible. “I used to have a boy.”For the
first time, Seth’s head turned, and he looked right at the side of August’s face. “How do you used
to have a boy? Isn’t your boy your boy forever? Or do you just mean he grew up into a whole
man?”“He was killed in an accident,” August said. He waited for the pain to begin its path of
travel. Nothing happened.“Oh,” Seth said. “I’m sorry. Was he my age?”“No. He was older. He was
nineteen.”“I’m sorry that had to go and happen.”“Me too.”A long silence fell. Seth was the one to
break it.“Do you miss having kids along when you go traveling?”That was when the pain came



back. Radiated down, almost more a burn than a slice—an irritating, humming burn. So there
you are again, August told it silently. I wondered.It partially distracted him from the nagging
sense that something was wrong in Seth’s question. August had said he’d had one kid. One boy.
Not kids plural. More than that, though, was a sense of too much importance riding on what Seth
seemed to be trying to camouflage as small talk.“I miss him no matter what I’m doing,” August
said. “It never stops.”Then neither said anything for a time, and August had just about reached
his limit for sitting in the hot sun. He levered to his feet and walked to the open entrance of the
shop, looking back over his shoulder once before ducking into the shade. Woody chose to stay
with Seth for the time being.He found Wes working under his hood with much the same energy
Seth had used to smack the tennis ball.“Whatever’s wrong,” August said, “please don’t take it out
on my engine.”The mechanic’s head appeared, and he straightened up to his full height and
looked August in the eye, but only briefly. “What’s that mean?” He pulled a pack of cigarettes
from his pocket and shook one out.“Just that everything seemed so sunny and bright this
morning, figuratively speaking, and now it’s like a big dark storm cloud set its head down on this
place while we were all eating lunch.”Wes didn’t answer for a long time. Instead, he pulled out a
bright- blue disposable lighter and torched the end of his cigarette, drawing hard. A cloud of
smoke hung around his head. It was hot, and the air didn’t move. Not even a little bit.“Can’t
always tell kids what they want to hear,” Wes said at last. “Sometimes you got to break bad
news.”“That’s true, I suppose.” August took his usual seat on the low stack of tires. “Talk to me
about this idea.”The hand that held Wes’s cigarette came up to his face. But, rather than finding
his mouth, it landed over his eyes and stayed there for a long time.“You’ll think I’m crazy,” Wes
said.“So you mentioned. But go ahead and let me think what I want. I believe it’s time to get this
out in the open. Whatever it is.”Wes sighed. Squatted down onto his heels, which put him
somewhere in the neighborhood of August’s level.“Here’s what I’m thinking,” Wes said. “I can get
you to Yellowstone by giving you this repair one hundred percent free of charge. I’d even pick up
cost of the parts. I’ll even take the cash out of my pocket you gave me for the tow and hand it
back to you. Then you’ll be right back where you were when this trip started. All you’ve lost is
three days. And, like you said, you got plenty of time. Then you can go and do what you said was
so important to you.”August waited briefly to see if Wes would continue on his own. He
didn’t.“Yeah. That would get me there all right. But it leaves an obvious question. Why would you
do that for me? Wait. Let me phrase it more directly. If you were to do all that for me, what would
you want me to do for you in return?”Wes took another drag of smoke and blew it out in a series
of perfect rings that bent and collapsed as they floated over a hydraulic jack. He didn’t seem
inclined to answer.“You’re going to do this sooner or later, Wes. Please let’s just get it over with
already.”“Take my boys with you.”In the silence that followed, August thought, Yeah. You’re right. I
think you’re crazy. But he only said, “All summer?”“Yeah. You’re coming back through before
school starts, right? You can drop ’em back to me then. Meanwhile they get to see the world.
Some national parks. Geysers. They can go to Yellowstone and see geysers. You know what
those boys’ve seen their whole lives? Nothing. Just what’s within fifty or so miles of here. And



let’s face it. That’s nothing.”August breathed deeply two or three times. “They don’t want to see
those places with a stranger. They want to go with you.”“I’m not going. You are.”“Even so. They’ll
wait for you. They want to be here at home with their dad all summer. They’ll wait for a time when
you can travel with them. They want to be with you.”“Well, here’s the thing about that. For the next
ninety days or so, they don’t get to be. This’s the part where you find out I’m not crazy by nature.
More like desperate. You know. Fresh out of options. I’m on my way to jail for ninety days.”“I don’t
get it.”“What’s there not to get? I got sentenced to ninety days.”“Then how can you be here? I
thought when they sentenced you they put handcuffs on you and dragged you right out of court.”
Part of him wanted badly to go on to ask, “Sentenced to ninety days for what exactly?” But he
didn’t. It was really none of his business, and besides, another part of him didn’t want to
know.“Well. They can if they want. Judge can do pretty much what he wants to do. Thing is, I got
these two kids. So I told the judge I needed a few days to get ’em settled in. You know. Make
arrangements for somebody to take care of ’em. Kind of stupid, because I don’t have much
family, and what I have I knew they were gonna say no. They said no last time. Why this time
would be any better I don’t know. I guess I just figured if I had some time maybe I could pull
something out of my hat. So he gave me till Monday morning. Monday morning I have to
surrender myself at the jail or they’ll come get me and escort me there.”“Where do the boys go if
you can’t pull something out of your hat?”“County takes ’em.”“Where did they go last
time?”“County took ’em.”“Oh. Well. That’s not bad, right? That’s not the end of the world.”Wes
snorted, and smoke puffed through his nose. “Not for you. But I’m sensing it’s not such a great
deal for them. Henry hasn’t said a damn word since I got ’em back. I think he talks to his brother.
But I can’t prove that. It’s just a suspicion.”A long pause fell. August put it to good use by mentally
rehearsing the kindest ways to say no.“I’d send you with some extra cash for their food,” Wes
said. “They’re good boys. You can see that with your own eyes. You said so yourself. Henry won’t
say a damn word. Seth is a talker, but he’ll stop if you ask him to. He’ll do anything you ask him
to. He can look after his brother, too. He’s old enough. It’s not like they’re babies. You wouldn’t
have to watch ’em every second.”“Wes—”“No. Don’t answer. Please. Don’t answer yet. Just
sleep on it. You got two nights to sleep on it. Tonight and tomorrow. Unless I get ahead of
schedule. Sleep on it two nights, and don’t answer off the top of your head. They won’t be much
bother to you. They’re good boys.”On the last sentence, August distinctly saw the mechanic’s
lower lip quiver.“Okay. I’ll sleep on it.” And then I’ll say no, August added in his own
head.“ ’Preciate that.”A long, strained silence fell. August didn’t like it much. So he worked
harder to make it go away.“Do they know you’re on your way to jail?” But before the mechanic
could even answer, August knew. “No. Never mind. You don’t even have to tell me. They didn’t
know before lunch. Now they do.”Wes smoked in silence.“Do they know you were going to ask
me to take them?” But again he knew. He remembered Seth asking August where he was
planning to go. If he missed having kids along. “Never mind. I think I know the answer to that one,
too. How do they feel about that? Going away for three months with a stranger?”“Thing of it is,”
Wes said, “there’s strangers at that other place, too.”“Right,” August said. And then fell back into



the flurry of his own thoughts. “Look,” he said after a time, “I know you’re being the best father to
them you know how to be. But you don’t even know me. You don’t even know for a fact that I can
be trusted with a child.”“I don’t know everybody at the county can be trusted with a child,
either.”August didn’t answer. Because he’d run out of arguments. The answer still felt like no. But
he was out of logical reasons why it had to be. He wasn’t going to do it, because he didn’t want
to do it. Because it felt weird. Because it disturbed the familiar patterns he needed to cling to. Too
late to dress it up as anything more noble than that.When he looked up, Wes was staring straight
into his eyes. As if taking some kind of measurements.“Can you be trusted with a child?”“Yes,”
August said quietly.“Yeah,” Wes said. “I thought so.”Then he got up, smashed out his cigarette,
and got himself back to work.Chapter Two:THIS WILL SOUND CRAZYIn the morning, as he
was making a fresh pot of coffee, August heard a shy, tentative knock on the motor home’s rear
door. Woody barked. And barked. And barked.“You’re late,” he said out loud but to himself.
Quietly. Too quietly to be heard through the door.He’d already pushed the side-window blinds up
but had not yet opened the curtains on the back door. That was a more involved task, as they
were blocked by the screen door. He had to open the back door to get to them. So that always
happened last.“Shhh,” he said to the dog, but to no effect.He finished plugging in the coffeepot
and turned it on to brew. Then he unlocked and opened the back door. In the dirt at the bottom of
his two metal steps stood Seth, a baseball cap held politely in front of him, his little brother
Henry directly behind.“Good morning, Seth,” he said.“How’d you know my name was Seth?”“I
heard your father call you by it yesterday.”“Oh. That’s right. And this’s—”“Henry,” August said. “I
heard you call him by it yesterday.”“Oh. Did I?”“What can I do for you boys?”“Sorry to bother you.
Sir. Hope it’s no trouble. If it is, just say, and we’ll go right away. We wouldn’t’ve knocked if we
thought you were sleeping. We saw your shades go up. So we knew you were awake. Hope it’s
not a bother. It’s just that . . . Henry . . . my brother . . . and me, we’re just wondering . . . maybe
could we play with that dog? No charge. We’re not asking it for any five bucks. We just liked that
dog. And we think he liked us back.”“I know for a fact he liked you back,” August said. “Look at
him.”He opened the door wider so the boys could see Woody standing on his hind legs—paws
reaching up and raking the air—and jumping up and down. Yes. Jumping up and down on his
hind legs only. Woody was half circus dog. Woody could do that.Henry let out a light shriek that
August recognized only after the fact as excited laughter.“He’s good at that,” Seth said. “How’s
he balance on his hind legs so good?”“He’s just built for it, I guess. He can walk all the way
across a room on his hind legs.”“We’d sure like to see him do his tricks sometime.”“Sure. Maybe
when you bring him back.”Seth’s face lightened, and only then did August realize the boy had
been waiting for a yes or a no and straining under the weight of the uncertainty.“So we can take
him out in the lot to play?”“Sure.”August opened the door wide for Woody and gave him the
simple “go on” permission. The dog scrambled out the door and jumped all around the boys and
jumped up and put his paws on them and licked at Henry’s face, which he could reach by
leaping.“I like the way just that one ear on him is brown and the rest white,” Seth said.“Yeah,”
August said. “I like that about him, too.”“How long can we keep him out?”“Well . . . I’ll tell you



what. Stay where I can see you, and if I want him back for some reason I’ll let you know.”“Okay,
thanks,” Seth said, barely able to contain his grin.“One condition, though,” August said.The boy’s
face fell, and he stepped back as if he’d been slapped.“Nothing bad,” August said. “I just want
you to tell me how you caught him.”“Oh, that,” Seth said, and relaxed. And began to look a bit
proud. “I used my brain.”“So you said. But you really didn’t tell me how.”“Well. See. I noticed how
every time you go for him, he runs. Even if you take a step at him. Even if you just move. But if I
held still or looked the other way, he’d come closer. So I got smart and sat on the ground and
turned my back on him and pretended I didn’t want nothing to do with him at all. And he just
walked right up and climbed in my lap. But don’t worry, ’cause we ran him real good before I
thought of it. I don’t want you to worry you didn’t get your five dollars’ worth.”“I wasn’t worried,”
August said. “You three have fun.”August sat on the top metal step for half an hour or so, his feet
on the bottom step, his elbows planted on his thighs, drinking coffee and watching them play.
And waiting to feel the pain. But it didn’t come. He felt for it. Poked at it. Questioned where it was
hiding. Maybe it was because he knew the boys now, and they were so different from his own
son. Maybe it was because he almost wanted the pain back, and it was determined to do exactly
the opposite of what he wanted.The weather was a thing of beauty, lightly cool with no breeze at
all. Over a distant mountain the sky still glowed faintly red from the tail end of dawn. He heard a
scuffing in the dirt and turned his head to see Wes approach, head slightly tilted down.“Morning,”
August said. “Not too late if you still want that cup of coffee.”“Oh. Thanks, but I had mine with
breakfast. Sorry I stood you up last night.”“Up to you. You’re the one who wanted to talk.”“I
decided . . .” And then he tailed off and stood still for the longest time, staring off into the distance
like the answer was just on the line of the horizon. “It was a stupid idea,” he said, finally. “You
would’ve thought I was crazy.”August considered this for a moment, then decided he had no idea
how to respond. He was curious now, but it seemed unwise to force someone’s hand on an idea
that was crazy even to the mind that created it.Neither man spoke for a time.August stared at
Seth, off playing in the field. “There’s something . . . very . . .” Then he got stuck for a second or
two, so he pushed the words harder. “Decent. There’s something very decent about that
boy.”“Who, Seth?”“Yeah. I’m not saying the little one isn’t decent. Just that he hasn’t said a word
to me, so I don’t know. But Seth . . .”“Decent . . . meaning?”“I don’t know. There’s something
upstanding about him.”Wes snorted laughter. “Yeah, that’s Seth, all right. He’ll drive you crazy
with how upstanding he is. And how upstanding he thinks you ought to be. You got any kids?”“I
had a son.”“Had?”August did not reply.“Never mind. None of my business. Sorry.”Then Wes got
his feet unstuck and made his way into the shop. August drained the last of his coffee and
followed Wes inside. The mechanic was going through drawers in a freestanding red metal tool
chest as tall as his breastbone. He picked and chose, gathered what he seemed to think he
would need, then laid those tools out on the workbench before going on to the next drawer. He
knew August was there, that much was obvious. But he didn’t speak or even turn his
head.“This . . . thing,” August said. “The one you keep acting like you’re going to say but then you
don’t say it. The one I’d think was crazy. Yesterday you made it sound like there was some tie-in



between that and whether I could still afford to make it to Yellowstone. Was I right about that?”“It
was a possibility in that direction,” Wes said without pausing in his tool selection or looking
up.“Do me a favor, then. Getting to Yellowstone was very important to me this year. More than
you know. More than anybody can probably understand. So if you’ve got an idea, sometime
between now and the time I get back on the road again, could you go ahead and spit it out? Let
me decide for myself if it’s crazy? I’ll be driving away shortly after, and you’ll never see me again,
so I really don’t see what you have to lose.”“I expect to get ’er done tomorrow. But prob’ly late in
the day. Seven, eight in the evening. Maybe later. If that was the case, would you drive out of
here tomorrow night, or sleep another night and leave Monday morning?”“Anything after seven
I’d probably stay put for the night.”“Okay then.”“Okay what exactly?”“Okay, sometime between
now and Monday morning I’ll let you know what I was thinking so you can laugh in my face and
call me a fool and drive away shaking your head.”August held out his right hand. It took the
mechanic a long time to notice. But then, when he finally did, they shook on that deal.August
didn’t go out to the lot to ask for Woody back, because there was no reason why he should. And
the boys didn’t bring the dog back until a quarter to noon.August opened the back door, and
Woody jumped in, circled twice, and flopped onto his side on the cool kitchen linoleum, his
tongue hanging off onto the floor, his ribs heaving.“You broke my dog,” August said. But when he
saw the panic in Seth’s eyes, he jumped to repair the damage. “That was just a joke. It’s nice to
see him so tired. Maybe we give him a little break before we ask him to do tricks.”“We have to go
eat lunch,” Seth said. “My dad takes off work every day around noon. We got to go in and eat
with him. Henry and me. Then we’ll come back and see tricks. If you’re sure it’s okay.”“I’m sure it’s
okay,” August said.When August looked at the clock again, it was after two thirty. And the boys
had not come back. He looked out the window to see what he could see.Seth was outside with
an ancient wooden tennis racket, slamming a ball over and over against the side of the shop. As
if he had a grudge to burn off, the ball was the cause of it, and the racket was righteous anger.
Henry was nowhere to be seen.August tried to go back to his reading, but he couldn’t make his
attention stick on the pages. He let himself out the back door of the rig, Woody following behind
at an uncharacteristically sedate pace.Seth looked over once when he saw August coming.
Then he looked away again. And smacked that tennis ball. And smacked it. And smacked it. The
mood of the place had changed. Something had changed. There was no explanation in August’s
mind, but also no doubt.“Where’s Henry?” August asked.“Inside.”Seth missed the tennis ball in
the process of answering. August expected him to run after it, but he didn’t. He just dropped the
old racket, turned, and flopped into a sit with his back up against the shop. Woody wiggled up to
him, put his paws up on Seth’s shoulder. Sniffed at the boy’s face as though he’d lost something
there. Seth wrapped his arms around the dog and drew him in, hugging Woody close to his
chest.August sat down next to them. Leaned back. It was a spot in the full midday sun, and
August knew he wouldn’t be able to stay there long. Seth lived out here in the hot valley. He must
have been used to it.They sat in silence for a time. How long a time August found himself unable
to judge.“You never came by for dog tricks,” he said at last.Seth said, “Maybe some other



time.”Then more silence. August didn’t want to ask straight out what was wrong, because he
didn’t feel it was his place to do so. And because he had rarely, if ever, met a young boy who
wanted to talk about his heartaches and disappointments with a near stranger.Seth startled him
by speaking.“Where’re you going on your trip?”“All kinds of places. National parks mostly. Zion
and Bryce Canyon on the way up. Salt Lake City. The big destination was Yellowstone, but I
won’t make it, what with the unexpected cost of breaking down and all. Then on the way back I
want to swing east and see Arches and Canyonlands. Maybe Escalante and Capitol Reef.
Maybe Canyon de Chelly. Depends on my timing. I like to leave things loose. It’s the only time of
year I get to.”“That’s a great trip.”“I hope so. Didn’t get off to much of a start. I’m hoping it’ll pick up
from here.”“You got kids?”August sighed. As quietly as possible. “I used to have a boy.”For the
first time, Seth’s head turned, and he looked right at the side of August’s face. “How do you used
to have a boy? Isn’t your boy your boy forever? Or do you just mean he grew up into a whole
man?”“He was killed in an accident,” August said. He waited for the pain to begin its path of
travel. Nothing happened.“Oh,” Seth said. “I’m sorry. Was he my age?”“No. He was older. He was
nineteen.”“I’m sorry that had to go and happen.”“Me too.”A long silence fell. Seth was the one to
break it.“Do you miss having kids along when you go traveling?”That was when the pain came
back. Radiated down, almost more a burn than a slice—an irritating, humming burn. So there
you are again, August told it silently. I wondered.It partially distracted him from the nagging
sense that something was wrong in Seth’s question. August had said he’d had one kid. One boy.
Not kids plural. More than that, though, was a sense of too much importance riding on what Seth
seemed to be trying to camouflage as small talk.“I miss him no matter what I’m doing,” August
said. “It never stops.”Then neither said anything for a time, and August had just about reached
his limit for sitting in the hot sun. He levered to his feet and walked to the open entrance of the
shop, looking back over his shoulder once before ducking into the shade. Woody chose to stay
with Seth for the time being.He found Wes working under his hood with much the same energy
Seth had used to smack the tennis ball.“Whatever’s wrong,” August said, “please don’t take it out
on my engine.”The mechanic’s head appeared, and he straightened up to his full height and
looked August in the eye, but only briefly. “What’s that mean?” He pulled a pack of cigarettes
from his pocket and shook one out.“Just that everything seemed so sunny and bright this
morning, figuratively speaking, and now it’s like a big dark storm cloud set its head down on this
place while we were all eating lunch.”Wes didn’t answer for a long time. Instead, he pulled out a
bright- blue disposable lighter and torched the end of his cigarette, drawing hard. A cloud of
smoke hung around his head. It was hot, and the air didn’t move. Not even a little bit.“Can’t
always tell kids what they want to hear,” Wes said at last. “Sometimes you got to break bad
news.”“That’s true, I suppose.” August took his usual seat on the low stack of tires. “Talk to me
about this idea.”The hand that held Wes’s cigarette came up to his face. But, rather than finding
his mouth, it landed over his eyes and stayed there for a long time.“You’ll think I’m crazy,” Wes
said.“So you mentioned. But go ahead and let me think what I want. I believe it’s time to get this
out in the open. Whatever it is.”Wes sighed. Squatted down onto his heels, which put him



somewhere in the neighborhood of August’s level.“Here’s what I’m thinking,” Wes said. “I can get
you to Yellowstone by giving you this repair one hundred percent free of charge. I’d even pick up
cost of the parts. I’ll even take the cash out of my pocket you gave me for the tow and hand it
back to you. Then you’ll be right back where you were when this trip started. All you’ve lost is
three days. And, like you said, you got plenty of time. Then you can go and do what you said was
so important to you.”August waited briefly to see if Wes would continue on his own. He
didn’t.“Yeah. That would get me there all right. But it leaves an obvious question. Why would you
do that for me? Wait. Let me phrase it more directly. If you were to do all that for me, what would
you want me to do for you in return?”Wes took another drag of smoke and blew it out in a series
of perfect rings that bent and collapsed as they floated over a hydraulic jack. He didn’t seem
inclined to answer.“You’re going to do this sooner or later, Wes. Please let’s just get it over with
already.”“Take my boys with you.”In the silence that followed, August thought, Yeah. You’re right. I
think you’re crazy. But he only said, “All summer?”“Yeah. You’re coming back through before
school starts, right? You can drop ’em back to me then. Meanwhile they get to see the world.
Some national parks. Geysers. They can go to Yellowstone and see geysers. You know what
those boys’ve seen their whole lives? Nothing. Just what’s within fifty or so miles of here. And
let’s face it. That’s nothing.”August breathed deeply two or three times. “They don’t want to see
those places with a stranger. They want to go with you.”“I’m not going. You are.”“Even so. They’ll
wait for you. They want to be here at home with their dad all summer. They’ll wait for a time when
you can travel with them. They want to be with you.”“Well, here’s the thing about that. For the next
ninety days or so, they don’t get to be. This’s the part where you find out I’m not crazy by nature.
More like desperate. You know. Fresh out of options. I’m on my way to jail for ninety days.”“I don’t
get it.”“What’s there not to get? I got sentenced to ninety days.”“Then how can you be here? I
thought when they sentenced you they put handcuffs on you and dragged you right out of court.”
Part of him wanted badly to go on to ask, “Sentenced to ninety days for what exactly?” But he
didn’t. It was really none of his business, and besides, another part of him didn’t want to
know.“Well. They can if they want. Judge can do pretty much what he wants to do. Thing is, I got
these two kids. So I told the judge I needed a few days to get ’em settled in. You know. Make
arrangements for somebody to take care of ’em. Kind of stupid, because I don’t have much
family, and what I have I knew they were gonna say no. They said no last time. Why this time
would be any better I don’t know. I guess I just figured if I had some time maybe I could pull
something out of my hat. So he gave me till Monday morning. Monday morning I have to
surrender myself at the jail or they’ll come get me and escort me there.”“Where do the boys go if
you can’t pull something out of your hat?”“County takes ’em.”“Where did they go last
time?”“County took ’em.”“Oh. Well. That’s not bad, right? That’s not the end of the world.”Wes
snorted, and smoke puffed through his nose. “Not for you. But I’m sensing it’s not such a great
deal for them. Henry hasn’t said a damn word since I got ’em back. I think he talks to his brother.
But I can’t prove that. It’s just a suspicion.”A long pause fell. August put it to good use by mentally
rehearsing the kindest ways to say no.“I’d send you with some extra cash for their food,” Wes



said. “They’re good boys. You can see that with your own eyes. You said so yourself. Henry won’t
say a damn word. Seth is a talker, but he’ll stop if you ask him to. He’ll do anything you ask him
to. He can look after his brother, too. He’s old enough. It’s not like they’re babies. You wouldn’t
have to watch ’em every second.”“Wes—”“No. Don’t answer. Please. Don’t answer yet. Just
sleep on it. You got two nights to sleep on it. Tonight and tomorrow. Unless I get ahead of
schedule. Sleep on it two nights, and don’t answer off the top of your head. They won’t be much
bother to you. They’re good boys.”On the last sentence, August distinctly saw the mechanic’s
lower lip quiver.“Okay. I’ll sleep on it.” And then I’ll say no, August added in his own
head.“ ’Preciate that.”A long, strained silence fell. August didn’t like it much. So he worked
harder to make it go away.“Do they know you’re on your way to jail?” But before the mechanic
could even answer, August knew. “No. Never mind. You don’t even have to tell me. They didn’t
know before lunch. Now they do.”Wes smoked in silence.“Do they know you were going to ask
me to take them?” But again he knew. He remembered Seth asking August where he was
planning to go. If he missed having kids along. “Never mind. I think I know the answer to that one,
too. How do they feel about that? Going away for three months with a stranger?”“Thing of it is,”
Wes said, “there’s strangers at that other place, too.”“Right,” August said. And then fell back into
the flurry of his own thoughts. “Look,” he said after a time, “I know you’re being the best father to
them you know how to be. But you don’t even know me. You don’t even know for a fact that I can
be trusted with a child.”“I don’t know everybody at the county can be trusted with a child,
either.”August didn’t answer. Because he’d run out of arguments. The answer still felt like no. But
he was out of logical reasons why it had to be. He wasn’t going to do it, because he didn’t want
to do it. Because it felt weird. Because it disturbed the familiar patterns he needed to cling to. Too
late to dress it up as anything more noble than that.When he looked up, Wes was staring straight
into his eyes. As if taking some kind of measurements.“Can you be trusted with a child?”“Yes,”
August said quietly.“Yeah,” Wes said. “I thought so.”Then he got up, smashed out his cigarette,
and got himself back to work.Chapter Two:THIS WILL SOUND CRAZYIn the morning, as he
was making a fresh pot of coffee, August heard a shy, tentative knock on the motor home’s rear
door. Woody barked. And barked. And barked.“You’re late,” he said out loud but to himself.
Quietly. Too quietly to be heard through the door.He’d already pushed the side-window blinds up
but had not yet opened the curtains on the back door. That was a more involved task, as they
were blocked by the screen door. He had to open the back door to get to them. So that always
happened last.“Shhh,” he said to the dog, but to no effect.He finished plugging in the coffeepot
and turned it on to brew. Then he unlocked and opened the back door. In the dirt at the bottom of
his two metal steps stood Seth, a baseball cap held politely in front of him, his little brother
Henry directly behind.“Good morning, Seth,” he said.“How’d you know my name was Seth?”“I
heard your father call you by it yesterday.”“Oh. That’s right. And this’s—”“Henry,” August said. “I
heard you call him by it yesterday.”“Oh. Did I?”“What can I do for you boys?”“Sorry to bother you.
Sir. Hope it’s no trouble. If it is, just say, and we’ll go right away. We wouldn’t’ve knocked if we
thought you were sleeping. We saw your shades go up. So we knew you were awake. Hope it’s



not a bother. It’s just that . . . Henry . . . my brother . . . and me, we’re just wondering . . . maybe
could we play with that dog? No charge. We’re not asking it for any five bucks. We just liked that
dog. And we think he liked us back.”“I know for a fact he liked you back,” August said. “Look at
him.”He opened the door wider so the boys could see Woody standing on his hind legs—paws
reaching up and raking the air—and jumping up and down. Yes. Jumping up and down on his
hind legs only. Woody was half circus dog. Woody could do that.Henry let out a light shriek that
August recognized only after the fact as excited laughter.“He’s good at that,” Seth said. “How’s
he balance on his hind legs so good?”“He’s just built for it, I guess. He can walk all the way
across a room on his hind legs.”“We’d sure like to see him do his tricks sometime.”“Sure. Maybe
when you bring him back.”Seth’s face lightened, and only then did August realize the boy had
been waiting for a yes or a no and straining under the weight of the uncertainty.“So we can take
him out in the lot to play?”“Sure.”August opened the door wide for Woody and gave him the
simple “go on” permission. The dog scrambled out the door and jumped all around the boys and
jumped up and put his paws on them and licked at Henry’s face, which he could reach by
leaping.“I like the way just that one ear on him is brown and the rest white,” Seth said.“Yeah,”
August said. “I like that about him, too.”“How long can we keep him out?”“Well . . . I’ll tell you
what. Stay where I can see you, and if I want him back for some reason I’ll let you know.”“Okay,
thanks,” Seth said, barely able to contain his grin.“One condition, though,” August said.The boy’s
face fell, and he stepped back as if he’d been slapped.“Nothing bad,” August said. “I just want
you to tell me how you caught him.”“Oh, that,” Seth said, and relaxed. And began to look a bit
proud. “I used my brain.”“So you said. But you really didn’t tell me how.”“Well. See. I noticed how
every time you go for him, he runs. Even if you take a step at him. Even if you just move. But if I
held still or looked the other way, he’d come closer. So I got smart and sat on the ground and
turned my back on him and pretended I didn’t want nothing to do with him at all. And he just
walked right up and climbed in my lap. But don’t worry, ’cause we ran him real good before I
thought of it. I don’t want you to worry you didn’t get your five dollars’ worth.”“I wasn’t worried,”
August said. “You three have fun.”August sat on the top metal step for half an hour or so, his feet
on the bottom step, his elbows planted on his thighs, drinking coffee and watching them play.
And waiting to feel the pain. But it didn’t come. He felt for it. Poked at it. Questioned where it was
hiding. Maybe it was because he knew the boys now, and they were so different from his own
son. Maybe it was because he almost wanted the pain back, and it was determined to do exactly
the opposite of what he wanted.The weather was a thing of beauty, lightly cool with no breeze at
all. Over a distant mountain the sky still glowed faintly red from the tail end of dawn. He heard a
scuffing in the dirt and turned his head to see Wes approach, head slightly tilted down.“Morning,”
August said. “Not too late if you still want that cup of coffee.”“Oh. Thanks, but I had mine with
breakfast. Sorry I stood you up last night.”“Up to you. You’re the one who wanted to talk.”“I
decided . . .” And then he tailed off and stood still for the longest time, staring off into the distance
like the answer was just on the line of the horizon. “It was a stupid idea,” he said, finally. “You
would’ve thought I was crazy.”August considered this for a moment, then decided he had no idea



how to respond. He was curious now, but it seemed unwise to force someone’s hand on an idea
that was crazy even to the mind that created it.Neither man spoke for a time.August stared at
Seth, off playing in the field. “There’s something . . . very . . .” Then he got stuck for a second or
two, so he pushed the words harder. “Decent. There’s something very decent about that
boy.”“Who, Seth?”“Yeah. I’m not saying the little one isn’t decent. Just that he hasn’t said a word
to me, so I don’t know. But Seth . . .”“Decent . . . meaning?”“I don’t know. There’s something
upstanding about him.”Wes snorted laughter. “Yeah, that’s Seth, all right. He’ll drive you crazy
with how upstanding he is. And how upstanding he thinks you ought to be. You got any kids?”“I
had a son.”“Had?”August did not reply.“Never mind. None of my business. Sorry.”Then Wes got
his feet unstuck and made his way into the shop. August drained the last of his coffee and
followed Wes inside. The mechanic was going through drawers in a freestanding red metal tool
chest as tall as his breastbone. He picked and chose, gathered what he seemed to think he
would need, then laid those tools out on the workbench before going on to the next drawer. He
knew August was there, that much was obvious. But he didn’t speak or even turn his
head.“This . . . thing,” August said. “The one you keep acting like you’re going to say but then you
don’t say it. The one I’d think was crazy. Yesterday you made it sound like there was some tie-in
between that and whether I could still afford to make it to Yellowstone. Was I right about that?”“It
was a possibility in that direction,” Wes said without pausing in his tool selection or looking
up.“Do me a favor, then. Getting to Yellowstone was very important to me this year. More than
you know. More than anybody can probably understand. So if you’ve got an idea, sometime
between now and the time I get back on the road again, could you go ahead and spit it out? Let
me decide for myself if it’s crazy? I’ll be driving away shortly after, and you’ll never see me again,
so I really don’t see what you have to lose.”“I expect to get ’er done tomorrow. But prob’ly late in
the day. Seven, eight in the evening. Maybe later. If that was the case, would you drive out of
here tomorrow night, or sleep another night and leave Monday morning?”“Anything after seven
I’d probably stay put for the night.”“Okay then.”“Okay what exactly?”“Okay, sometime between
now and Monday morning I’ll let you know what I was thinking so you can laugh in my face and
call me a fool and drive away shaking your head.”August held out his right hand. It took the
mechanic a long time to notice. But then, when he finally did, they shook on that deal.August
didn’t go out to the lot to ask for Woody back, because there was no reason why he should. And
the boys didn’t bring the dog back until a quarter to noon.August opened the back door, and
Woody jumped in, circled twice, and flopped onto his side on the cool kitchen linoleum, his
tongue hanging off onto the floor, his ribs heaving.“You broke my dog,” August said. But when he
saw the panic in Seth’s eyes, he jumped to repair the damage. “That was just a joke. It’s nice to
see him so tired. Maybe we give him a little break before we ask him to do tricks.”“We have to go
eat lunch,” Seth said. “My dad takes off work every day around noon. We got to go in and eat
with him. Henry and me. Then we’ll come back and see tricks. If you’re sure it’s okay.”“I’m sure it’s
okay,” August said.When August looked at the clock again, it was after two thirty. And the boys
had not come back. He looked out the window to see what he could see.Seth was outside with



an ancient wooden tennis racket, slamming a ball over and over against the side of the shop. As
if he had a grudge to burn off, the ball was the cause of it, and the racket was righteous anger.
Henry was nowhere to be seen.August tried to go back to his reading, but he couldn’t make his
attention stick on the pages. He let himself out the back door of the rig, Woody following behind
at an uncharacteristically sedate pace.Seth looked over once when he saw August coming.
Then he looked away again. And smacked that tennis ball. And smacked it. And smacked it. The
mood of the place had changed. Something had changed. There was no explanation in August’s
mind, but also no doubt.“Where’s Henry?” August asked.“Inside.”Seth missed the tennis ball in
the process of answering. August expected him to run after it, but he didn’t. He just dropped the
old racket, turned, and flopped into a sit with his back up against the shop. Woody wiggled up to
him, put his paws up on Seth’s shoulder. Sniffed at the boy’s face as though he’d lost something
there. Seth wrapped his arms around the dog and drew him in, hugging Woody close to his
chest.August sat down next to them. Leaned back. It was a spot in the full midday sun, and
August knew he wouldn’t be able to stay there long. Seth lived out here in the hot valley. He must
have been used to it.They sat in silence for a time. How long a time August found himself unable
to judge.“You never came by for dog tricks,” he said at last.Seth said, “Maybe some other
time.”Then more silence. August didn’t want to ask straight out what was wrong, because he
didn’t feel it was his place to do so. And because he had rarely, if ever, met a young boy who
wanted to talk about his heartaches and disappointments with a near stranger.Seth startled him
by speaking.“Where’re you going on your trip?”“All kinds of places. National parks mostly. Zion
and Bryce Canyon on the way up. Salt Lake City. The big destination was Yellowstone, but I
won’t make it, what with the unexpected cost of breaking down and all. Then on the way back I
want to swing east and see Arches and Canyonlands. Maybe Escalante and Capitol Reef.
Maybe Canyon de Chelly. Depends on my timing. I like to leave things loose. It’s the only time of
year I get to.”“That’s a great trip.”“I hope so. Didn’t get off to much of a start. I’m hoping it’ll pick up
from here.”“You got kids?”August sighed. As quietly as possible. “I used to have a boy.”For the
first time, Seth’s head turned, and he looked right at the side of August’s face. “How do you used
to have a boy? Isn’t your boy your boy forever? Or do you just mean he grew up into a whole
man?”“He was killed in an accident,” August said. He waited for the pain to begin its path of
travel. Nothing happened.“Oh,” Seth said. “I’m sorry. Was he my age?”“No. He was older. He was
nineteen.”“I’m sorry that had to go and happen.”“Me too.”A long silence fell. Seth was the one to
break it.“Do you miss having kids along when you go traveling?”That was when the pain came
back. Radiated down, almost more a burn than a slice—an irritating, humming burn. So there
you are again, August told it silently. I wondered.It partially distracted him from the nagging
sense that something was wrong in Seth’s question. August had said he’d had one kid. One boy.
Not kids plural. More than that, though, was a sense of too much importance riding on what Seth
seemed to be trying to camouflage as small talk.“I miss him no matter what I’m doing,” August
said. “It never stops.”Then neither said anything for a time, and August had just about reached
his limit for sitting in the hot sun. He levered to his feet and walked to the open entrance of the



shop, looking back over his shoulder once before ducking into the shade. Woody chose to stay
with Seth for the time being.He found Wes working under his hood with much the same energy
Seth had used to smack the tennis ball.“Whatever’s wrong,” August said, “please don’t take it out
on my engine.”The mechanic’s head appeared, and he straightened up to his full height and
looked August in the eye, but only briefly. “What’s that mean?” He pulled a pack of cigarettes
from his pocket and shook one out.“Just that everything seemed so sunny and bright this
morning, figuratively speaking, and now it’s like a big dark storm cloud set its head down on this
place while we were all eating lunch.”Wes didn’t answer for a long time. Instead, he pulled out a
bright- blue disposable lighter and torched the end of his cigarette, drawing hard. A cloud of
smoke hung around his head. It was hot, and the air didn’t move. Not even a little bit.“Can’t
always tell kids what they want to hear,” Wes said at last. “Sometimes you got to break bad
news.”“That’s true, I suppose.” August took his usual seat on the low stack of tires. “Talk to me
about this idea.”The hand that held Wes’s cigarette came up to his face. But, rather than finding
his mouth, it landed over his eyes and stayed there for a long time.“You’ll think I’m crazy,” Wes
said.“So you mentioned. But go ahead and let me think what I want. I believe it’s time to get this
out in the open. Whatever it is.”Wes sighed. Squatted down onto his heels, which put him
somewhere in the neighborhood of August’s level.“Here’s what I’m thinking,” Wes said. “I can get
you to Yellowstone by giving you this repair one hundred percent free of charge. I’d even pick up
cost of the parts. I’ll even take the cash out of my pocket you gave me for the tow and hand it
back to you. Then you’ll be right back where you were when this trip started. All you’ve lost is
three days. And, like you said, you got plenty of time. Then you can go and do what you said was
so important to you.”August waited briefly to see if Wes would continue on his own. He
didn’t.“Yeah. That would get me there all right. But it leaves an obvious question. Why would you
do that for me? Wait. Let me phrase it more directly. If you were to do all that for me, what would
you want me to do for you in return?”Wes took another drag of smoke and blew it out in a series
of perfect rings that bent and collapsed as they floated over a hydraulic jack. He didn’t seem
inclined to answer.“You’re going to do this sooner or later, Wes. Please let’s just get it over with
already.”“Take my boys with you.”In the silence that followed, August thought, Yeah. You’re right. I
think you’re crazy. But he only said, “All summer?”“Yeah. You’re coming back through before
school starts, right? You can drop ’em back to me then. Meanwhile they get to see the world.
Some national parks. Geysers. They can go to Yellowstone and see geysers. You know what
those boys’ve seen their whole lives? Nothing. Just what’s within fifty or so miles of here. And
let’s face it. That’s nothing.”August breathed deeply two or three times. “They don’t want to see
those places with a stranger. They want to go with you.”“I’m not going. You are.”“Even so. They’ll
wait for you. They want to be here at home with their dad all summer. They’ll wait for a time when
you can travel with them. They want to be with you.”“Well, here’s the thing about that. For the next
ninety days or so, they don’t get to be. This’s the part where you find out I’m not crazy by nature.
More like desperate. You know. Fresh out of options. I’m on my way to jail for ninety days.”“I don’t
get it.”“What’s there not to get? I got sentenced to ninety days.”“Then how can you be here? I



thought when they sentenced you they put handcuffs on you and dragged you right out of court.”
Part of him wanted badly to go on to ask, “Sentenced to ninety days for what exactly?” But he
didn’t. It was really none of his business, and besides, another part of him didn’t want to
know.“Well. They can if they want. Judge can do pretty much what he wants to do. Thing is, I got
these two kids. So I told the judge I needed a few days to get ’em settled in. You know. Make
arrangements for somebody to take care of ’em. Kind of stupid, because I don’t have much
family, and what I have I knew they were gonna say no. They said no last time. Why this time
would be any better I don’t know. I guess I just figured if I had some time maybe I could pull
something out of my hat. So he gave me till Monday morning. Monday morning I have to
surrender myself at the jail or they’ll come get me and escort me there.”“Where do the boys go if
you can’t pull something out of your hat?”“County takes ’em.”“Where did they go last
time?”“County took ’em.”“Oh. Well. That’s not bad, right? That’s not the end of the world.”Wes
snorted, and smoke puffed through his nose. “Not for you. But I’m sensing it’s not such a great
deal for them. Henry hasn’t said a damn word since I got ’em back. I think he talks to his brother.
But I can’t prove that. It’s just a suspicion.”A long pause fell. August put it to good use by mentally
rehearsing the kindest ways to say no.“I’d send you with some extra cash for their food,” Wes
said. “They’re good boys. You can see that with your own eyes. You said so yourself. Henry won’t
say a damn word. Seth is a talker, but he’ll stop if you ask him to. He’ll do anything you ask him
to. He can look after his brother, too. He’s old enough. It’s not like they’re babies. You wouldn’t
have to watch ’em every second.”“Wes—”“No. Don’t answer. Please. Don’t answer yet. Just
sleep on it. You got two nights to sleep on it. Tonight and tomorrow. Unless I get ahead of
schedule. Sleep on it two nights, and don’t answer off the top of your head. They won’t be much
bother to you. They’re good boys.”On the last sentence, August distinctly saw the mechanic’s
lower lip quiver.“Okay. I’ll sleep on it.” And then I’ll say no, August added in his own
head.“ ’Preciate that.”A long, strained silence fell. August didn’t like it much. So he worked
harder to make it go away.“Do they know you’re on your way to jail?” But before the mechanic
could even answer, August knew. “No. Never mind. You don’t even have to tell me. They didn’t
know before lunch. Now they do.”Wes smoked in silence.“Do they know you were going to ask
me to take them?” But again he knew. He remembered Seth asking August where he was
planning to go. If he missed having kids along. “Never mind. I think I know the answer to that one,
too. How do they feel about that? Going away for three months with a stranger?”“Thing of it is,”
Wes said, “there’s strangers at that other place, too.”“Right,” August said. And then fell back into
the flurry of his own thoughts. “Look,” he said after a time, “I know you’re being the best father to
them you know how to be. But you don’t even know me. You don’t even know for a fact that I can
be trusted with a child.”“I don’t know everybody at the county can be trusted with a child,
either.”August didn’t answer. Because he’d run out of arguments. The answer still felt like no. But
he was out of logical reasons why it had to be. He wasn’t going to do it, because he didn’t want
to do it. Because it felt weird. Because it disturbed the familiar patterns he needed to cling to. Too
late to dress it up as anything more noble than that.When he looked up, Wes was staring straight



into his eyes. As if taking some kind of measurements.“Can you be trusted with a child?”“Yes,”
August said quietly.“Yeah,” Wes said. “I thought so.”Then he got up, smashed out his cigarette,
and got himself back to work.Chapter Three:NEW DEALAround the time the sun was going
down, August wandered into the shop area again. Wes was on his back on a rolling cart, half
underneath the engine. He couldn’t put the rig up on a lift, because it was too tall and too heavy,
and the shop ceiling wasn’t high enough.Wes did not pull his head out.“Haven’t seen your kids
around all afternoon,” August said.First nothing. As though he hadn’t spoken at all.Then Wes
said, “I told ’em to stay away from you.”“Now why would you do that?”“Didn’t want you to think I
was playing dirty, like telling ’em to follow you around and look up at you with those big brown
eyes. I said give the man time to think.” Still Wes did not slide out from under the rig. The sound
just filtered up. “Also . . . if you’re gonna say no, I don’t want ’em to see it in your face.”“Got it,”
August said.As he walked back to the door of the rig, he thought, Yeah. Keep them far away if
you don’t want them to smell a no coming.At twenty minutes to midnight, a knock blasted August
out of sleep. Woody went nuts, letting off a stream of noise, more one long shriek than individual
barks.August stumbled to the door, rubbing his eyes. Woody followed behind him, close enough
to bump the back of August’s leg with his nose, a rumbly, rolling growl escaping his
throat.“Who’s there?” he called out.“It’s Wes.”August sighed and opened the door, and Woody
sat close by, leaning against his leg and wagging faintly.“Sorry,” Wes said. “Sorry I woke you up.
Maybe I’m wrong to. But I told you to sleep on it. But then I rethought things and came up with a
whole different sort of a deal. So now you’re sleeping on the wrong thing. So, can I tell you the
new thing, and then you go sleep on that?”August looked at the mechanic’s face in the half dark.
His hair was comically disarranged. Wes had obviously been in bed himself when the new deal
had arrived in his brain. August looked over Wes’s head, saw the moon hanging nearly full over
the flat, mostly uninhabited landscape, and thought, He’s right. This is nothing. Those boys have
seen nothing because there’s nothing out here to see.“Well. I’m awake now. So I guess you
might as well.”“I’m giving you the repair. Either way. It’s yours, no strings attached. I just decided.
Know why I’m doing it? Because you need it. I’m seeing the need in you, one man to another,
and we’re both human, so I’m gonna reach out and help your situation. Because I can. If that
makes you so happy you want to turn around and help my situation, that would be much
appreciated. But whether you do or not, you’re free to drive out of here when I’m done. No
charge. So, congratulations. You’re going to Yellowstone.”August blinked a few times, too aware
of his own blinking. He heard crickets. He hadn’t heard crickets since he was a boy. At least not
that he could remember. Then it hit him that they must have been there all along, and he just
hadn’t registered hearing them. It seemed strange that he could be so unaware of the sound
then and so aware of it now.“I’m not sure what to say.”“Don’t say anything. Sleep on it.”And with
that Wes walked away, around the corner of the shop to whatever living quarters lay hidden away
back there. In the bright light of the full moon, August could see the little puffs of dry dust kicked
up by the mechanic’s shoes. He closed the door and looked down at his dog.“That was curious,”
he said, and Woody gave him a puzzled look, like he should be helping August figure it out. “I



wonder what I’m to make of that.”Woody tilted his head slightly but left August to sort things.“You
know that just makes it even harder to say no.”He sat down on the edge of the bed, set his
forehead in one hand, and tried to figure out if the added sense of pressure had been purposely
applied to him, or if the offer was a pure act of altruism and the guilt just a side effect. He couldn’t
make even the slightest headway in telling the two apart, so he went back to
sleep.Eventually.August slept much later than he meant to. When he woke, he dressed quickly
and began the process of raising the window shades. He started with the driver’s side, the
window over the dinette table. The mechanic’s face appeared just inches from the window
screen, startling him. August jumped back and let out a small noise, immediately embarrassed
that he had. Woody barked once, sharply.“Sorry,” Wes said. “Didn’t mean to scare you. But I
could tell you were up, because the rig moves a little when you walk around in it. You slept late.
Did you know it’s after ten?”“Oh. Not exactly, but I knew it was weirdly late. I don’t usually sleep in
like that, but I was awake a long time in the night.”“Right. Sorry. My fault, I know. Anyway . . . I just
had some news, so I been waiting to tell you. I’m ahead of schedule. Looks like I’ll be done early
this afternoon. Well. Not early early. But maybe more like three instead of six. Thought you’d want
to know.”August leaned forward and pressed his hands down on the dinette table, because it felt
too weird and awkward to stand, hands at his sides, and carry on a conversation through the
window.“Now how did you manage to pick up three hours just this morning?”“Well,” Wes said,
and scratched his head. As if it was a mystery to him as well. “I didn’t exactly. It’s more that I
always add a cushion of time. Because it seems like something always goes wrong. A bolt strips
while I’m taking something apart. Or shears right off. And I got to drill it out or something. Or I get
things apart and there’s more going on in there than I thought. But now I’m putting it all back
together. And nothing’s gone wrong. And nothing much left to go wrong. So I thought I’d let you
know. Because I figured . . . if I get you done by three, you’ll be wanting to get on the road today.”
Long pause. “Right?”“Probably so,” August said, identifying the subtext without addressing
it.“And you’ll want to . . . you know. Get ready and all. And . . . like that.”“Right,” August said. “Like
that.”“Take her out for a test drive,” Wes said a little after two thirty.August climbed into the
driver’s seat for the first time in three days. Woody leapt into his position on the dog bed, on the
floor between the driver and passenger seats. As he always did. He seemed to feel as though
staying anywhere behind the cab of the rig while August drove away might amount to being left
behind.August started up the engine, a trifle apprehensive, but it started well and ran smoothly
and quietly. He looked up at Wes through the windshield. The mechanic gave him a thumbs-up,
the fear and need on his face nearly breaking August’s heart. August looked away again and
shifted into reverse. Put his foot on the gas. Just as the cab of the rig pulled level with the front of
the garage, August glanced over and saw the boys.They were leaning with their backs against
the garage in the hot sun. Their hair was freshly combed. Almost too neat and perfect to be real.
Their clean white shirts were tucked into their shorts all the way around. Two firsts, August
thought. The first time their shirts were clean, and the first time they stayed tucked in. Then
again, for your shirt to untuck, you have to move. The boys weren’t moving.Beside each boy sat



a small, ancient, hard-side suitcase. One was dark green, the other a battered tan with one dark-
maroon vertical stripe. August looked away quickly because it was too sad.When he pulled back
up in front of the garage, the boys had not moved. Wes had not moved. It was as though August
had thrown them all into a state of suspended animation by failing to make—or at least announce
—a clear decision.August shifted out of gear and stepped on the parking brake. Wes dropped to
the ground and looked underneath the rig for a long time. Checking for leaks, August assumed.
August braved another look at the boys. They reminded him of children alone on a train platform
during the war, waiting for possible strangers to possibly transport them to safety. Hoping for
rescue, despite their parents being left behind. Not that he had ever witnessed such a scene
with his own eyes. But still.Henry turned his head to look off into the distance, and, in doing so,
he caused one lock of his otherwise perfectly combed hair to fall out of place. It trailed onto his
forehead, the tiniest possible rebellion. As August watched, Seth pulled a black plastic comb
from his shorts pocket, leaned over closer to his brother, and combed the errant lock back into
position.August’s heart broke. Cleanly and decisively. And now he had to go break theirs.A
strong pushback rose in his chest. It made him angry. It felt unfair that he had been put in this
position. Then he remembered what he’d been given in return. He told himself that breaking bad
news to them was the whole price he had to pay for Yellowstone and three days’ worth of
expensive repair work. Thing is, it wasn’t a small price to pay. Maybe it should have been, but it
wasn’t. Or at least it didn’t feel small.He opened the door and stepped down, leaving the engine
running. He walked around the back—the long way—to avoid Wes. Predictably, the boys turned
their eyes up to him. Just the way their father had told them not to do in the interim. Because it
wasn’t fair. It just so wasn’t fair.“You boys look like you’re sure you’re going somewhere,” he said.
Hoping to ease into the thing.“Our dad told us to be all ready,” Seth said. “Just in case. He said
that way if you said yes, we wouldn’t keep you waiting. But he said he didn’t think you were
gonna say yes.”Henry shifted his eyes down to the dirt, and the lock of hair fell onto his forehead
again. Seth twitched but did not ultimately move, as if he’d been about to reach for it, then
changed his mind. August could see the stress it caused him. He watched Seth unable to take
his eyes off his brother’s forehead, unable to take his focus off an imperfection he apparently felt
was his responsibility.August heard a slight whimper and turned to see Woody in the passenger
seat, front paws up on the window, longing to get to the boys.“Here’s the thing,” August
said.Then he stopped talking for a time. He would later go over the moment again and again in
his head, examining what he knew and when. The boys both looked up into his face with those
eyes. Those unfair brown eyes. They didn’t say a word. They waited.“There are drawers in the
rig,” August said at last, “and there are cupboards. The cupboards are high, but it’s okay for
Henry to stand on the couch to reach them if he takes his dirty shoes off first. I’ll clear out a
drawer to share and a cupboard for each of you. And then when you get your stuff in them, I want
you to leave the suitcases behind. Because they’ll only get in the way. It’ll be small in there for
three people and a dog. Even though the dog is small. Anyway. We’ll have to do our best to work
around each other.”Then he stopped talking, and the silence resonated and seemed to last a



long time.Seth broke it.“Dad!” he screamed. Loud enough to hurt August’s Seth-side ear. “Dad!
Guess what? He said yes!”And August thought, Oh, holy crap. Did I? Did I say yes? And why
exactly did I do that? And how could I have done a thing like that without at least talking to myself
about it first?Then he realized that none of that nonsense mattered anyway. It was too late to
take it back. It was done.“I’m writing down my cell phone number,” August said.He and Wes were
standing in the tiny office. The place where you meet with the garage owner at the end of the
repair, usually so you can settle up your bill. Usually not so you can exchange information for the
purpose of returning his children at the end of the summer.August glanced over his shoulder
through the wide-open office door. Seth was belted into the passenger seat of the rig, and Henry
was standing up between the seats, one hand stretched out to each. They both stared at the
adults through the windshield. Their elation seemed to have worn off quickly, revealing the
miscellaneous uncertainties beneath.“Thanks,” Wes said. “And I looked up the number of the
county jail and wrote it down. I gave it to Seth. And I gave him some money so they can call from
a pay phone. I can get calls up to three times a week. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Just
inside certain hours. I wrote down the hours.”“You can receive calls? I didn’t think inmates could
receive calls.”Wes seemed to wince at the word “inmates.” “Rule is, only in an emergency or by
special permission. I got permission on account of I’m the sole provider for these two kids, and I
knew they’d be in no position to come visit. Either way.”“Oh,” August said. “Okay. Seth can call
from my cell phone. I’ve got minutes coming out of my ears.”“Good. Thanks.”August watched the
mechanic carefully. Watched his eyes, his mood, his reactions. Because he wanted to see how a
man felt as he sent his kids off to spend the summer with a relative stranger. But Wes either felt
very little emotion or, more likely, didn’t like to give his feelings away.“It’s no problem. It costs me
nothing. We’ll call three times a week.”“Yeah. That would be good. That would help a lot. Help
them and me both. Hey, hope you don’t mind, I wrote down your license number, and I thought
you could put your full name and address on this paper. It’s just that . . . if the authorities ask me
where I put my kids . . . you know . . . sounds kind of bad if I don’t specifically know. I mean, what
do I say? ‘Well, they drove off with some guy, but he seemed okay and he said he’d bring ’em
back later.’ I mean, I can’t just tell people I gave my kids to this guy I don’t even know.”The
mechanic’s own words twisted his face into a wry smile, and he ended on a snort that was
almost laughter. Sardonic laughter. Then his face changed suddenly. His eyes went wide, and he
lowered himself into his desk chair. He brought one of his hands to his chest as though he was
having trouble breathing.“Hey,” August said. “Wes. You all right?”At first Wes just looked up at
him, eyes still showing whites all around. Looking but clearly not seeing. Then he said, “Is that
what I’m doing? My God. That’s what I’m doing, isn’t it? I’m giving my kids to this guy I don’t even
know.”August leaned over the desk and grabbed Wes hard by both shoulders. “Look at me,” he
said. It didn’t take at first, so he tried again. “Wes. Look at me.” This time Wes’s panicked eyes
met his own. “I’m going to take good care of those boys. And we’re going to call you three times a
week. They’re going to see some amazing things. Places they never knew existed. And I’ll bring
them back in September. And if you ever want to know how they are, I’m on the other end of my



cell phone.”“I’d have to call collect.”“Go ahead if you need to. If it feels important.”“Let me give
you some money for their food.”Wes pulled out his wallet and removed every bill it contained.
August accepted the money without looking or counting and without comment.“Thanks.
Seriously. Thanks, August. I mean it. I knew you were okay. I knew I didn’t make a mistake with
you. I don’t know why I lost track of that for a minute. I just . . .”“Love those boys?”Wes began to
cry. Not openly, like sobbing. It was silent, and he obviously tried to resist it. But August clearly
saw the tears well up and spill over.“They’re my whole life,” he said, swiping hard at his eyes with
the back of one hand. “My whole world. You know?”“I know,” August said.“Mind if I go in the rig
alone and say good-bye?”“Go ahead.”In fact, August didn’t even watch them through the
windshield. He considered the moment entirely theirs and let them have it.“Was my dad okay?”
Seth asked as they pulled out onto the road that would take them back to the highway.“Pretty
okay.”“He looked like he was having a heart attack or something.”“No. Nothing like that. I think he
just got scared because he was sending you away with me.”“But you’re okay. Aren’t you?”“I am.
Which I reminded him. And then he felt better. He just loves you guys a lot.”Seth smiled, but it
was a sad, lost little smile.August looked in the rearview mirror at Henry. He was sitting on the
couch. Wearing his lap belt, as instructed. Woody was sitting with his front end draped over
Henry’s lap, his back end on the couch. Henry was stroking the dog with one hand. And crying.
And wiping his nose on the sleeve of his clean white shirt.“I don’t remember your name,” Seth
said. “I remember the dog’s name but not yours.”“August.”“Like the month?”“Yes. Like the
month.”“Mr. August?”“No. Just August. It’s my first name.”“Oh. I never knew anybody named after
a month before.”“Ever known a girl named April? Or May? Or June?”“Um. Let me think. No. Not
really known. But I guess I’ve heard of such a thing. But I never heard of a man named after a
month. So what do I call you?”“August.”“You sure that’s not disrespectful? My dad said to be real
respectful.”“It might be disrespectful to call a grown-up by their first name if they haven’t asked
you to, and if you’re not sure how they feel about that. But if a grown-up says, ‘Call me August,’
then that’s what you do.”“And then it’s not disrespectful.”“Right.”“I’m talking too much. Aren’t
I?”“Well. I don’t know about that. Too much for who?”“My dad said I shouldn’t talk too much.”“But
how do you know what’s too much?”“I asked him that exact same thing. He said if I talk the way I
usually do, that would be too much.”August laughed, and it surprised Seth, who didn’t seem to
understand what part of that was funny.“Tell you what,” August said. “If I think it’s too much, I’ll
say something. Something like, ‘How about some quiet for a while?’ If I don’t say that, it’s not too
much.”“Sure, okay,” Seth said.Then he was dead silent through the rest of California.Chapter
Three:NEW DEALAround the time the sun was going down, August wandered into the shop
area again. Wes was on his back on a rolling cart, half underneath the engine. He couldn’t put
the rig up on a lift, because it was too tall and too heavy, and the shop ceiling wasn’t high
enough.Wes did not pull his head out.“Haven’t seen your kids around all afternoon,” August
said.First nothing. As though he hadn’t spoken at all.Then Wes said, “I told ’em to stay away
from you.”“Now why would you do that?”“Didn’t want you to think I was playing dirty, like telling
’em to follow you around and look up at you with those big brown eyes. I said give the man time



to think.” Still Wes did not slide out from under the rig. The sound just filtered up. “Also . . . if you’re 
gonna say no, I don’t want ’em to see it in your face.”“Got it,” August said.As he walked back to
the door of the rig, he thought, Yeah. Keep them far away if you don’t want them to smell a no
coming.At twenty minutes to midnight, a knock blasted August out of sleep. Woody went nuts,
letting off a stream of noise, more one long shriek than individual barks.August stumbled to the
door, rubbing his eyes. Woody followed behind him, close enough to bump the back of August’s
leg with his nose, a rumbly, rolling growl escaping his throat.“Who’s there?” he called out.“It’s
Wes.”August sighed and opened the door, and Woody sat close by, leaning against his leg and
wagging faintly.“Sorry,” Wes said. “Sorry I woke you up. Maybe I’m wrong to. But I told you to
sleep on it. But then I rethought things and came up with a whole different sort of a deal. So now
you’re sleeping on the wrong thing. So, can I tell you the new thing, and then you go sleep on
that?”August looked at the mechanic’s face in the half dark. His hair was comically disarranged.
Wes had obviously been in bed himself when the new deal had arrived in his brain. August
looked over Wes’s head, saw the moon hanging nearly full over the flat, mostly uninhabited
landscape, and thought, He’s right. This is nothing. Those boys have seen nothing because
there’s nothing out here to see.“Well. I’m awake now. So I guess you might as well.”“I’m giving
you the repair. Either way. It’s yours, no strings attached. I just decided. Know why I’m doing it?
Because you need it. I’m seeing the need in you, one man to another, and we’re both human, so
I’m gonna reach out and help your situation. Because I can. If that makes you so happy you want
to turn around and help my situation, that would be much appreciated. But whether you do or
not, you’re free to drive out of here when I’m done. No charge. So, congratulations. You’re going
to Yellowstone.”August blinked a few times, too aware of his own blinking. He heard crickets. He
hadn’t heard crickets since he was a boy. At least not that he could remember. Then it hit him
that they must have been there all along, and he just hadn’t registered hearing them. It seemed
strange that he could be so unaware of the sound then and so aware of it now.“I’m not sure what
to say.”“Don’t say anything. Sleep on it.”And with that Wes walked away, around the corner of the
shop to whatever living quarters lay hidden away back there. In the bright light of the full moon,
August could see the little puffs of dry dust kicked up by the mechanic’s shoes. He closed the
door and looked down at his dog.“That was curious,” he said, and Woody gave him a puzzled
look, like he should be helping August figure it out. “I wonder what I’m to make of that.”Woody
tilted his head slightly but left August to sort things.“You know that just makes it even harder to
say no.”He sat down on the edge of the bed, set his forehead in one hand, and tried to figure out
if the added sense of pressure had been purposely applied to him, or if the offer was a pure act
of altruism and the guilt just a side effect. He couldn’t make even the slightest headway in telling
the two apart, so he went back to sleep.Eventually.August slept much later than he meant to.
When he woke, he dressed quickly and began the process of raising the window shades. He
started with the driver’s side, the window over the dinette table. The mechanic’s face appeared
just inches from the window screen, startling him. August jumped back and let out a small noise,
immediately embarrassed that he had. Woody barked once, sharply.“Sorry,” Wes said. “Didn’t



mean to scare you. But I could tell you were up, because the rig moves a little when you walk
around in it. You slept late. Did you know it’s after ten?”“Oh. Not exactly, but I knew it was weirdly
late. I don’t usually sleep in like that, but I was awake a long time in the night.”“Right. Sorry. My
fault, I know. Anyway . . . I just had some news, so I been waiting to tell you. I’m ahead of
schedule. Looks like I’ll be done early this afternoon. Well. Not early early. But maybe more like
three instead of six. Thought you’d want to know.”August leaned forward and pressed his hands
down on the dinette table, because it felt too weird and awkward to stand, hands at his sides,
and carry on a conversation through the window.“Now how did you manage to pick up three
hours just this morning?”“Well,” Wes said, and scratched his head. As if it was a mystery to him
as well. “I didn’t exactly. It’s more that I always add a cushion of time. Because it seems like
something always goes wrong. A bolt strips while I’m taking something apart. Or shears right off.
And I got to drill it out or something. Or I get things apart and there’s more going on in there than
I thought. But now I’m putting it all back together. And nothing’s gone wrong. And nothing much
left to go wrong. So I thought I’d let you know. Because I figured . . . if I get you done by three,
you’ll be wanting to get on the road today.” Long pause. “Right?”“Probably so,” August said,
identifying the subtext without addressing it.“And you’ll want to . . . you know. Get ready and all.
And . . . like that.”“Right,” August said. “Like that.”“Take her out for a test drive,” Wes said a little
after two thirty.August climbed into the driver’s seat for the first time in three days. Woody leapt
into his position on the dog bed, on the floor between the driver and passenger seats. As he
always did. He seemed to feel as though staying anywhere behind the cab of the rig while
August drove away might amount to being left behind.August started up the engine, a trifle
apprehensive, but it started well and ran smoothly and quietly. He looked up at Wes through the
windshield. The mechanic gave him a thumbs-up, the fear and need on his face nearly breaking
August’s heart. August looked away again and shifted into reverse. Put his foot on the gas. Just
as the cab of the rig pulled level with the front of the garage, August glanced over and saw the
boys.They were leaning with their backs against the garage in the hot sun. Their hair was freshly
combed. Almost too neat and perfect to be real. Their clean white shirts were tucked into their
shorts all the way around. Two firsts, August thought. The first time their shirts were clean, and
the first time they stayed tucked in. Then again, for your shirt to untuck, you have to move. The
boys weren’t moving.Beside each boy sat a small, ancient, hard-side suitcase. One was dark
green, the other a battered tan with one dark-maroon vertical stripe. August looked away quickly
because it was too sad.When he pulled back up in front of the garage, the boys had not moved.
Wes had not moved. It was as though August had thrown them all into a state of suspended
animation by failing to make—or at least announce—a clear decision.August shifted out of gear
and stepped on the parking brake. Wes dropped to the ground and looked underneath the rig for
a long time. Checking for leaks, August assumed. August braved another look at the boys. They
reminded him of children alone on a train platform during the war, waiting for possible strangers
to possibly transport them to safety. Hoping for rescue, despite their parents being left behind.
Not that he had ever witnessed such a scene with his own eyes. But still.Henry turned his head



to look off into the distance, and, in doing so, he caused one lock of his otherwise perfectly
combed hair to fall out of place. It trailed onto his forehead, the tiniest possible rebellion. As
August watched, Seth pulled a black plastic comb from his shorts pocket, leaned over closer to
his brother, and combed the errant lock back into position.August’s heart broke. Cleanly and
decisively. And now he had to go break theirs.A strong pushback rose in his chest. It made him
angry. It felt unfair that he had been put in this position. Then he remembered what he’d been
given in return. He told himself that breaking bad news to them was the whole price he had to
pay for Yellowstone and three days’ worth of expensive repair work. Thing is, it wasn’t a small
price to pay. Maybe it should have been, but it wasn’t. Or at least it didn’t feel small.He opened
the door and stepped down, leaving the engine running. He walked around the back—the long
way—to avoid Wes. Predictably, the boys turned their eyes up to him. Just the way their father
had told them not to do in the interim. Because it wasn’t fair. It just so wasn’t fair.“You boys look
like you’re sure you’re going somewhere,” he said. Hoping to ease into the thing.“Our dad told us
to be all ready,” Seth said. “Just in case. He said that way if you said yes, we wouldn’t keep you
waiting. But he said he didn’t think you were gonna say yes.”Henry shifted his eyes down to the
dirt, and the lock of hair fell onto his forehead again. Seth twitched but did not ultimately move,
as if he’d been about to reach for it, then changed his mind. August could see the stress it
caused him. He watched Seth unable to take his eyes off his brother’s forehead, unable to take
his focus off an imperfection he apparently felt was his responsibility.August heard a slight
whimper and turned to see Woody in the passenger seat, front paws up on the window, longing
to get to the boys.“Here’s the thing,” August said.Then he stopped talking for a time. He would
later go over the moment again and again in his head, examining what he knew and when. The
boys both looked up into his face with those eyes. Those unfair brown eyes. They didn’t say a
word. They waited.“There are drawers in the rig,” August said at last, “and there are cupboards.
The cupboards are high, but it’s okay for Henry to stand on the couch to reach them if he takes
his dirty shoes off first. I’ll clear out a drawer to share and a cupboard for each of you. And then
when you get your stuff in them, I want you to leave the suitcases behind. Because they’ll only
get in the way. It’ll be small in there for three people and a dog. Even though the dog is small.
Anyway. We’ll have to do our best to work around each other.”Then he stopped talking, and the
silence resonated and seemed to last a long time.Seth broke it.“Dad!” he screamed. Loud
enough to hurt August’s Seth-side ear. “Dad! Guess what? He said yes!”And August thought,
Oh, holy crap. Did I? Did I say yes? And why exactly did I do that? And how could I have done a
thing like that without at least talking to myself about it first?Then he realized that none of that
nonsense mattered anyway. It was too late to take it back. It was done.“I’m writing down my cell
phone number,” August said.He and Wes were standing in the tiny office. The place where you
meet with the garage owner at the end of the repair, usually so you can settle up your bill.
Usually not so you can exchange information for the purpose of returning his children at the end
of the summer.August glanced over his shoulder through the wide-open office door. Seth was
belted into the passenger seat of the rig, and Henry was standing up between the seats, one



hand stretched out to each. They both stared at the adults through the windshield. Their elation
seemed to have worn off quickly, revealing the miscellaneous uncertainties beneath.“Thanks,”
Wes said. “And I looked up the number of the county jail and wrote it down. I gave it to Seth. And
I gave him some money so they can call from a pay phone. I can get calls up to three times a
week. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Just inside certain hours. I wrote down the hours.”“You
can receive calls? I didn’t think inmates could receive calls.”Wes seemed to wince at the word
“inmates.” “Rule is, only in an emergency or by special permission. I got permission on account
of I’m the sole provider for these two kids, and I knew they’d be in no position to come visit.
Either way.”“Oh,” August said. “Okay. Seth can call from my cell phone. I’ve got minutes coming
out of my ears.”“Good. Thanks.”August watched the mechanic carefully. Watched his eyes, his
mood, his reactions. Because he wanted to see how a man felt as he sent his kids off to spend
the summer with a relative stranger. But Wes either felt very little emotion or, more likely, didn’t
like to give his feelings away.“It’s no problem. It costs me nothing. We’ll call three times a
week.”“Yeah. That would be good. That would help a lot. Help them and me both. Hey, hope you
don’t mind, I wrote down your license number, and I thought you could put your full name and
address on this paper. It’s just that . . . if the authorities ask me where I put my kids . . . you
know . . . sounds kind of bad if I don’t specifically know. I mean, what do I say? ‘Well, they drove
off with some guy, but he seemed okay and he said he’d bring ’em back later.’ I mean, I can’t just
tell people I gave my kids to this guy I don’t even know.”The mechanic’s own words twisted his
face into a wry smile, and he ended on a snort that was almost laughter. Sardonic laughter. Then
his face changed suddenly. His eyes went wide, and he lowered himself into his desk chair. He
brought one of his hands to his chest as though he was having trouble breathing.“Hey,” August
said. “Wes. You all right?”At first Wes just looked up at him, eyes still showing whites all around.
Looking but clearly not seeing. Then he said, “Is that what I’m doing? My God. That’s what I’m
doing, isn’t it? I’m giving my kids to this guy I don’t even know.”August leaned over the desk and
grabbed Wes hard by both shoulders. “Look at me,” he said. It didn’t take at first, so he tried
again. “Wes. Look at me.” This time Wes’s panicked eyes met his own. “I’m going to take good
care of those boys. And we’re going to call you three times a week. They’re going to see some
amazing things. Places they never knew existed. And I’ll bring them back in September. And if
you ever want to know how they are, I’m on the other end of my cell phone.”“I’d have to call
collect.”“Go ahead if you need to. If it feels important.”“Let me give you some money for their
food.”Wes pulled out his wallet and removed every bill it contained. August accepted the money
without looking or counting and without comment.“Thanks. Seriously. Thanks, August. I mean it. I
knew you were okay. I knew I didn’t make a mistake with you. I don’t know why I lost track of that
for a minute. I just . . .”“Love those boys?”Wes began to cry. Not openly, like sobbing. It was silent,
and he obviously tried to resist it. But August clearly saw the tears well up and spill over.“They’re
my whole life,” he said, swiping hard at his eyes with the back of one hand. “My whole world. You
know?”“I know,” August said.“Mind if I go in the rig alone and say good-bye?”“Go ahead.”In fact,
August didn’t even watch them through the windshield. He considered the moment entirely



theirs and let them have it.“Was my dad okay?” Seth asked as they pulled out onto the road that
would take them back to the highway.“Pretty okay.”“He looked like he was having a heart attack
or something.”“No. Nothing like that. I think he just got scared because he was sending you away
with me.”“But you’re okay. Aren’t you?”“I am. Which I reminded him. And then he felt better. He
just loves you guys a lot.”Seth smiled, but it was a sad, lost little smile.August looked in the
rearview mirror at Henry. He was sitting on the couch. Wearing his lap belt, as instructed. Woody
was sitting with his front end draped over Henry’s lap, his back end on the couch. Henry was
stroking the dog with one hand. And crying. And wiping his nose on the sleeve of his clean white
shirt.“I don’t remember your name,” Seth said. “I remember the dog’s name but not
yours.”“August.”“Like the month?”“Yes. Like the month.”“Mr. August?”“No. Just August. It’s my first
name.”“Oh. I never knew anybody named after a month before.”“Ever known a girl named April?
Or May? Or June?”“Um. Let me think. No. Not really known. But I guess I’ve heard of such a
thing. But I never heard of a man named after a month. So what do I call you?”“August.”“You sure
that’s not disrespectful? My dad said to be real respectful.”“It might be disrespectful to call a
grown-up by their first name if they haven’t asked you to, and if you’re not sure how they feel
about that. But if a grown-up says, ‘Call me August,’ then that’s what you do.”“And then it’s not
disrespectful.”“Right.”“I’m talking too much. Aren’t I?”“Well. I don’t know about that. Too much for
who?”“My dad said I shouldn’t talk too much.”“But how do you know what’s too much?”“I asked
him that exact same thing. He said if I talk the way I usually do, that would be too much.”August
laughed, and it surprised Seth, who didn’t seem to understand what part of that was funny.“Tell
you what,” August said. “If I think it’s too much, I’ll say something. Something like, ‘How about
some quiet for a while?’ If I don’t say that, it’s not too much.”“Sure, okay,” Seth said.Then he was
dead silent through the rest of California.Chapter Three:NEW DEALAround the time the sun was
going down, August wandered into the shop area again. Wes was on his back on a rolling cart,
half underneath the engine. He couldn’t put the rig up on a lift, because it was too tall and too
heavy, and the shop ceiling wasn’t high enough.Wes did not pull his head out.“Haven’t seen your
kids around all afternoon,” August said.First nothing. As though he hadn’t spoken at all.Then
Wes said, “I told ’em to stay away from you.”“Now why would you do that?”“Didn’t want you to
think I was playing dirty, like telling ’em to follow you around and look up at you with those big
brown eyes. I said give the man time to think.” Still Wes did not slide out from under the rig. The
sound just filtered up. “Also . . . if you’re gonna say no, I don’t want ’em to see it in your face.”“Got
it,” August said.As he walked back to the door of the rig, he thought, Yeah. Keep them far away if
you don’t want them to smell a no coming.At twenty minutes to midnight, a knock blasted August
out of sleep. Woody went nuts, letting off a stream of noise, more one long shriek than individual
barks.August stumbled to the door, rubbing his eyes. Woody followed behind him, close enough
to bump the back of August’s leg with his nose, a rumbly, rolling growl escaping his
throat.“Who’s there?” he called out.“It’s Wes.”August sighed and opened the door, and Woody
sat close by, leaning against his leg and wagging faintly.“Sorry,” Wes said. “Sorry I woke you up.
Maybe I’m wrong to. But I told you to sleep on it. But then I rethought things and came up with a



whole different sort of a deal. So now you’re sleeping on the wrong thing. So, can I tell you the
new thing, and then you go sleep on that?”August looked at the mechanic’s face in the half dark.
His hair was comically disarranged. Wes had obviously been in bed himself when the new deal
had arrived in his brain. August looked over Wes’s head, saw the moon hanging nearly full over
the flat, mostly uninhabited landscape, and thought, He’s right. This is nothing. Those boys have
seen nothing because there’s nothing out here to see.“Well. I’m awake now. So I guess you
might as well.”“I’m giving you the repair. Either way. It’s yours, no strings attached. I just decided.
Know why I’m doing it? Because you need it. I’m seeing the need in you, one man to another,
and we’re both human, so I’m gonna reach out and help your situation. Because I can. If that
makes you so happy you want to turn around and help my situation, that would be much
appreciated. But whether you do or not, you’re free to drive out of here when I’m done. No
charge. So, congratulations. You’re going to Yellowstone.”August blinked a few times, too aware
of his own blinking. He heard crickets. He hadn’t heard crickets since he was a boy. At least not
that he could remember. Then it hit him that they must have been there all along, and he just
hadn’t registered hearing them. It seemed strange that he could be so unaware of the sound
then and so aware of it now.“I’m not sure what to say.”“Don’t say anything. Sleep on it.”And with
that Wes walked away, around the corner of the shop to whatever living quarters lay hidden away
back there. In the bright light of the full moon, August could see the little puffs of dry dust kicked
up by the mechanic’s shoes. He closed the door and looked down at his dog.“That was curious,”
he said, and Woody gave him a puzzled look, like he should be helping August figure it out. “I
wonder what I’m to make of that.”Woody tilted his head slightly but left August to sort things.“You
know that just makes it even harder to say no.”He sat down on the edge of the bed, set his
forehead in one hand, and tried to figure out if the added sense of pressure had been purposely
applied to him, or if the offer was a pure act of altruism and the guilt just a side effect. He couldn’t
make even the slightest headway in telling the two apart, so he went back to
sleep.Eventually.August slept much later than he meant to. When he woke, he dressed quickly
and began the process of raising the window shades. He started with the driver’s side, the
window over the dinette table. The mechanic’s face appeared just inches from the window
screen, startling him. August jumped back and let out a small noise, immediately embarrassed
that he had. Woody barked once, sharply.“Sorry,” Wes said. “Didn’t mean to scare you. But I
could tell you were up, because the rig moves a little when you walk around in it. You slept late.
Did you know it’s after ten?”“Oh. Not exactly, but I knew it was weirdly late. I don’t usually sleep in
like that, but I was awake a long time in the night.”“Right. Sorry. My fault, I know. Anyway . . . I just
had some news, so I been waiting to tell you. I’m ahead of schedule. Looks like I’ll be done early
this afternoon. Well. Not early early. But maybe more like three instead of six. Thought you’d want
to know.”August leaned forward and pressed his hands down on the dinette table, because it felt
too weird and awkward to stand, hands at his sides, and carry on a conversation through the
window.“Now how did you manage to pick up three hours just this morning?”“Well,” Wes said,
and scratched his head. As if it was a mystery to him as well. “I didn’t exactly. It’s more that I



always add a cushion of time. Because it seems like something always goes wrong. A bolt strips
while I’m taking something apart. Or shears right off. And I got to drill it out or something. Or I get
things apart and there’s more going on in there than I thought. But now I’m putting it all back
together. And nothing’s gone wrong. And nothing much left to go wrong. So I thought I’d let you
know. Because I figured . . . if I get you done by three, you’ll be wanting to get on the road today.”
Long pause. “Right?”“Probably so,” August said, identifying the subtext without addressing
it.“And you’ll want to . . . you know. Get ready and all. And . . . like that.”“Right,” August said. “Like
that.”“Take her out for a test drive,” Wes said a little after two thirty.August climbed into the
driver’s seat for the first time in three days. Woody leapt into his position on the dog bed, on the
floor between the driver and passenger seats. As he always did. He seemed to feel as though
staying anywhere behind the cab of the rig while August drove away might amount to being left
behind.August started up the engine, a trifle apprehensive, but it started well and ran smoothly
and quietly. He looked up at Wes through the windshield. The mechanic gave him a thumbs-up,
the fear and need on his face nearly breaking August’s heart. August looked away again and
shifted into reverse. Put his foot on the gas. Just as the cab of the rig pulled level with the front of
the garage, August glanced over and saw the boys.They were leaning with their backs against
the garage in the hot sun. Their hair was freshly combed. Almost too neat and perfect to be real.
Their clean white shirts were tucked into their shorts all the way around. Two firsts, August
thought. The first time their shirts were clean, and the first time they stayed tucked in. Then
again, for your shirt to untuck, you have to move. The boys weren’t moving.Beside each boy sat
a small, ancient, hard-side suitcase. One was dark green, the other a battered tan with one dark-
maroon vertical stripe. August looked away quickly because it was too sad.When he pulled back
up in front of the garage, the boys had not moved. Wes had not moved. It was as though August
had thrown them all into a state of suspended animation by failing to make—or at least announce
—a clear decision.August shifted out of gear and stepped on the parking brake. Wes dropped to
the ground and looked underneath the rig for a long time. Checking for leaks, August assumed.
August braved another look at the boys. They reminded him of children alone on a train platform
during the war, waiting for possible strangers to possibly transport them to safety. Hoping for
rescue, despite their parents being left behind. Not that he had ever witnessed such a scene
with his own eyes. But still.Henry turned his head to look off into the distance, and, in doing so,
he caused one lock of his otherwise perfectly combed hair to fall out of place. It trailed onto his
forehead, the tiniest possible rebellion. As August watched, Seth pulled a black plastic comb
from his shorts pocket, leaned over closer to his brother, and combed the errant lock back into
position.August’s heart broke. Cleanly and decisively. And now he had to go break theirs.A
strong pushback rose in his chest. It made him angry. It felt unfair that he had been put in this
position. Then he remembered what he’d been given in return. He told himself that breaking bad
news to them was the whole price he had to pay for Yellowstone and three days’ worth of
expensive repair work. Thing is, it wasn’t a small price to pay. Maybe it should have been, but it
wasn’t. Or at least it didn’t feel small.He opened the door and stepped down, leaving the engine



running. He walked around the back—the long way—to avoid Wes. Predictably, the boys turned
their eyes up to him. Just the way their father had told them not to do in the interim. Because it
wasn’t fair. It just so wasn’t fair.“You boys look like you’re sure you’re going somewhere,” he said.
Hoping to ease into the thing.“Our dad told us to be all ready,” Seth said. “Just in case. He said
that way if you said yes, we wouldn’t keep you waiting. But he said he didn’t think you were
gonna say yes.”Henry shifted his eyes down to the dirt, and the lock of hair fell onto his forehead
again. Seth twitched but did not ultimately move, as if he’d been about to reach for it, then
changed his mind. August could see the stress it caused him. He watched Seth unable to take
his eyes off his brother’s forehead, unable to take his focus off an imperfection he apparently felt
was his responsibility.August heard a slight whimper and turned to see Woody in the passenger
seat, front paws up on the window, longing to get to the boys.“Here’s the thing,” August
said.Then he stopped talking for a time. He would later go over the moment again and again in
his head, examining what he knew and when. The boys both looked up into his face with those
eyes. Those unfair brown eyes. They didn’t say a word. They waited.“There are drawers in the
rig,” August said at last, “and there are cupboards. The cupboards are high, but it’s okay for
Henry to stand on the couch to reach them if he takes his dirty shoes off first. I’ll clear out a
drawer to share and a cupboard for each of you. And then when you get your stuff in them, I want
you to leave the suitcases behind. Because they’ll only get in the way. It’ll be small in there for
three people and a dog. Even though the dog is small. Anyway. We’ll have to do our best to work
around each other.”Then he stopped talking, and the silence resonated and seemed to last a
long time.Seth broke it.“Dad!” he screamed. Loud enough to hurt August’s Seth-side ear. “Dad!
Guess what? He said yes!”And August thought, Oh, holy crap. Did I? Did I say yes? And why
exactly did I do that? And how could I have done a thing like that without at least talking to myself
about it first?Then he realized that none of that nonsense mattered anyway. It was too late to
take it back. It was done.“I’m writing down my cell phone number,” August said.He and Wes were
standing in the tiny office. The place where you meet with the garage owner at the end of the
repair, usually so you can settle up your bill. Usually not so you can exchange information for the
purpose of returning his children at the end of the summer.August glanced over his shoulder
through the wide-open office door. Seth was belted into the passenger seat of the rig, and Henry
was standing up between the seats, one hand stretched out to each. They both stared at the
adults through the windshield. Their elation seemed to have worn off quickly, revealing the
miscellaneous uncertainties beneath.“Thanks,” Wes said. “And I looked up the number of the
county jail and wrote it down. I gave it to Seth. And I gave him some money so they can call from
a pay phone. I can get calls up to three times a week. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Just
inside certain hours. I wrote down the hours.”“You can receive calls? I didn’t think inmates could
receive calls.”Wes seemed to wince at the word “inmates.” “Rule is, only in an emergency or by
special permission. I got permission on account of I’m the sole provider for these two kids, and I
knew they’d be in no position to come visit. Either way.”“Oh,” August said. “Okay. Seth can call
from my cell phone. I’ve got minutes coming out of my ears.”“Good. Thanks.”August watched the



mechanic carefully. Watched his eyes, his mood, his reactions. Because he wanted to see how a
man felt as he sent his kids off to spend the summer with a relative stranger. But Wes either felt
very little emotion or, more likely, didn’t like to give his feelings away.“It’s no problem. It costs me
nothing. We’ll call three times a week.”“Yeah. That would be good. That would help a lot. Help
them and me both. Hey, hope you don’t mind, I wrote down your license number, and I thought
you could put your full name and address on this paper. It’s just that . . . if the authorities ask me
where I put my kids . . . you know . . . sounds kind of bad if I don’t specifically know. I mean, what
do I say? ‘Well, they drove off with some guy, but he seemed okay and he said he’d bring ’em
back later.’ I mean, I can’t just tell people I gave my kids to this guy I don’t even know.”The
mechanic’s own words twisted his face into a wry smile, and he ended on a snort that was
almost laughter. Sardonic laughter. Then his face changed suddenly. His eyes went wide, and he
lowered himself into his desk chair. He brought one of his hands to his chest as though he was
having trouble breathing.“Hey,” August said. “Wes. You all right?”At first Wes just looked up at
him, eyes still showing whites all around. Looking but clearly not seeing. Then he said, “Is that
what I’m doing? My God. That’s what I’m doing, isn’t it? I’m giving my kids to this guy I don’t even
know.”August leaned over the desk and grabbed Wes hard by both shoulders. “Look at me,” he
said. It didn’t take at first, so he tried again. “Wes. Look at me.” This time Wes’s panicked eyes
met his own. “I’m going to take good care of those boys. And we’re going to call you three times a
week. They’re going to see some amazing things. Places they never knew existed. And I’ll bring
them back in September. And if you ever want to know how they are, I’m on the other end of my
cell phone.”“I’d have to call collect.”“Go ahead if you need to. If it feels important.”“Let me give
you some money for their food.”Wes pulled out his wallet and removed every bill it contained.
August accepted the money without looking or counting and without comment.“Thanks.
Seriously. Thanks, August. I mean it. I knew you were okay. I knew I didn’t make a mistake with
you. I don’t know why I lost track of that for a minute. I just . . .”“Love those boys?”Wes began to
cry. Not openly, like sobbing. It was silent, and he obviously tried to resist it. But August clearly
saw the tears well up and spill over.“They’re my whole life,” he said, swiping hard at his eyes with
the back of one hand. “My whole world. You know?”“I know,” August said.“Mind if I go in the rig
alone and say good-bye?”“Go ahead.”In fact, August didn’t even watch them through the
windshield. He considered the moment entirely theirs and let them have it.“Was my dad okay?”
Seth asked as they pulled out onto the road that would take them back to the highway.“Pretty
okay.”“He looked like he was having a heart attack or something.”“No. Nothing like that. I think he
just got scared because he was sending you away with me.”“But you’re okay. Aren’t you?”“I am.
Which I reminded him. And then he felt better. He just loves you guys a lot.”Seth smiled, but it
was a sad, lost little smile.August looked in the rearview mirror at Henry. He was sitting on the
couch. Wearing his lap belt, as instructed. Woody was sitting with his front end draped over
Henry’s lap, his back end on the couch. Henry was stroking the dog with one hand. And crying.
And wiping his nose on the sleeve of his clean white shirt.“I don’t remember your name,” Seth
said. “I remember the dog’s name but not yours.”“August.”“Like the month?”“Yes. Like the



month.”“Mr. August?”“No. Just August. It’s my first name.”“Oh. I never knew anybody named after
a month before.”“Ever known a girl named April? Or May? Or June?”“Um. Let me think. No. Not
really known. But I guess I’ve heard of such a thing. But I never heard of a man named after a
month. So what do I call you?”“August.”“You sure that’s not disrespectful? My dad said to be real
respectful.”“It might be disrespectful to call a grown-up by their first name if they haven’t asked
you to, and if you’re not sure how they feel about that. But if a grown-up says, ‘Call me August,’
then that’s what you do.”“And then it’s not disrespectful.”“Right.”“I’m talking too much. Aren’t
I?”“Well. I don’t know about that. Too much for who?”“My dad said I shouldn’t talk too much.”“But
how do you know what’s too much?”“I asked him that exact same thing. He said if I talk the way I
usually do, that would be too much.”August laughed, and it surprised Seth, who didn’t seem to
understand what part of that was funny.“Tell you what,” August said. “If I think it’s too much, I’ll
say something. Something like, ‘How about some quiet for a while?’ If I don’t say that, it’s not too
much.”“Sure, okay,” Seth said.Then he was dead silent through the rest of California.Chapter
Four:MEETINGS“Nevada state line,” August said. “Two miles.”Seth’s head snapped up. “Henry!
You hear that?” He craned his neck around to check on his little brother.August glanced in the
rearview mirror. Henry was struggling to wake up. Woody was still hanging half over his
lap.“Henry! Listen! A whole new state! Nevada. We never been to Nevada before. You gotta
wake up. You gotta see this.”“Really never been to Nevada?” August asked.“Never.”“Not so very
far from where you live.”“Really? Seems far. Anyway, we never went.”“What other states have you
been in besides California?”“None of ’em. Can we stop?”“Stop? I’m not sure what you mean.
Stop where?”“In Nevada.”“Well . . . Seth . . . we’ll be going through Nevada for a while. We’ll be
making lots of stops.”“But I mean when we first get there. I want to see if it’s different.”“It’s not
very different. One mile this side of the state line is a lot like one mile across it.”“Oh,” Seth said.
“Okay.” His disappointment was heartbreakingly obvious. “It’s up to you where you stop or where
you don’t. That’s fine. And you’re probably right. I just kind of wanted to feel it for myself.”“It feels
different to me,” Seth said. “I can’t even really say how. It just does.”He stood on the curb at a
highway rest stop. They were close enough to the state line sign to read it. August held Woody’s
leash, partially standing his ground as the dog pulled him over toward more interesting smells.
Better places to lift his leg.“I’ll accept that,” August said.He looked down at Henry, who huddled
close to his brother’s side. “What do you think, Henry? Is Nevada different?”Henry quickly turned
his face away.“Do you have a camera?” Seth asked. “Would you get mad if I asked you to take a
picture of that sign? The one that says we’re in Nevada?”“Seth, I won’t get mad no matter what
you ask me. I might say yes or I might say no, but I won’t get mad at you for asking. I’ll take a
picture of the sign. Only thing is we’re on the wrong side of it now.”Chapter
Four:MEETINGS“Nevada state line,” August said. “Two miles.”Seth’s head snapped up. “Henry!
You hear that?” He craned his neck around to check on his little brother.August glanced in the
rearview mirror. Henry was struggling to wake up. Woody was still hanging half over his
lap.“Henry! Listen! A whole new state! Nevada. We never been to Nevada before. You gotta
wake up. You gotta see this.”“Really never been to Nevada?” August asked.“Never.”“Not so very



far from where you live.”“Really? Seems far. Anyway, we never went.”“What other states have you
been in besides California?”“None of ’em. Can we stop?”“Stop? I’m not sure what you mean.
Stop where?”“In Nevada.”“Well . . . Seth . . . we’ll be going through Nevada for a while. We’ll be
making lots of stops.”“But I mean when we first get there. I want to see if it’s different.”“It’s not
very different. One mile this side of the state line is a lot like one mile across it.”“Oh,” Seth said.
“Okay.” His disappointment was heartbreakingly obvious. “It’s up to you where you stop or where
you don’t. That’s fine. And you’re probably right. I just kind of wanted to feel it for myself.”“It feels
different to me,” Seth said. “I can’t even really say how. It just does.”He stood on the curb at a
highway rest stop. They were close enough to the state line sign to read it. August held Woody’s
leash, partially standing his ground as the dog pulled him over toward more interesting smells.
Better places to lift his leg.“I’ll accept that,” August said.He looked down at Henry, who huddled
close to his brother’s side. “What do you think, Henry? Is Nevada different?”Henry quickly turned
his face away.“Do you have a camera?” Seth asked. “Would you get mad if I asked you to take a
picture of that sign? The one that says we’re in Nevada?”“Seth, I won’t get mad no matter what
you ask me. I might say yes or I might say no, but I won’t get mad at you for asking. I’ll take a
picture of the sign. Only thing is we’re on the wrong side of it now.”Chapter
Four:MEETINGS“Nevada state line,” August said. “Two miles.”Seth’s head snapped up. “Henry!
You hear that?” He craned his neck around to check on his little brother.August glanced in the
rearview mirror. Henry was struggling to wake up. Woody was still hanging half over his
lap.“Henry! Listen! A whole new state! Nevada. We never been to Nevada before. You gotta
wake up. You gotta see this.”“Really never been to Nevada?” August asked.“Never.”“Not so very
far from where you live.”“Really? Seems far. Anyway, we never went.”“What other states have you
been in besides California?”“None of ’em. Can we stop?”“Stop? I’m not sure what you mean.
Stop where?”“In Nevada.”“Well . . . Seth . . . we’ll be going through Nevada for a while. We’ll be
making lots of stops.”“But I mean when we first get there. I want to see if it’s different.”“It’s not
very different. One mile this side of the state line is a lot like one mile across it.”“Oh,” Seth said.
“Okay.” His disappointment was heartbreakingly obvious. “It’s up to you where you stop or where
you don’t. That’s fine. And you’re probably right. I just kind of wanted to feel it for myself.”“It feels
different to me,” Seth said. “I can’t even really say how. It just does.”He stood on the curb at a
highway rest stop. They were close enough to the state line sign to read it. August held Woody’s
leash, partially standing his ground as the dog pulled him over toward more interesting smells.
Better places to lift his leg.“I’ll accept that,” August said.He looked down at Henry, who huddled
close to his brother’s side. “What do you think, Henry? Is Nevada different?”Henry quickly turned
his face away.“Do you have a camera?” Seth asked. “Would you get mad if I asked you to take a
picture of that sign? The one that says we’re in Nevada?”“Seth, I won’t get mad no matter what
you ask me. I might say yes or I might say no, but I won’t get mad at you for asking. I’ll take a
picture of the sign. Only thing is we’re on the wrong side of it now.”
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Tina Randall, “A Heartwarming Favorite. This book made me chuckle repeatedly, and touched
my heart in a way that made my eyes water numerous times.What a touching and heartwarming
story about strangers who would become so important to each other- become like family, and
learn many life-lessons from one another.One of my favorite reads!”

Darla Hague, “Sublime as always. This is the second time reading this book. I lost my husband
to Cancer. We traveled to every state in a R.V. and had gone to every stop on August, Seth and
Henry's trip. It was bittersweet evoking all those memories through Seth's descriptions of the first
trip.  Thank you, Catherine Ryan Hyde.”

Stacie Stimac, “makes you think about life. It’s a journey of kindness, trust and compassion. It will
make you want more meaning and accountability for yourself and of your life. It’s a powerful story
of two young boys who never forgot the kindness of a stranger and who grew up better because
of it.”

Tammy Thompson, “perfect. I always enjoy Ms Catherine’s books. Always touch your hear in
some way or form. Thank you for another great book.”

Leslie S., “Such a Great Read!. I'm not good with words like Catherine Ryan Hyde us, but I
thoroughly enjoyed this book. It was so realistic & honest. I loved that it spoke about addiction &
the family of an addict. I love that August made mistakes in what he said about Seth's climbing,
and that the boys helped him through it to better their relationship by communicating with
honesty & kindness.”

Blume, “Lovely!. What a sweet and heartfelt book! I enjoyed every page of it. The characters in
the book felt very real, I kept hoping they’d end up together somehow.”

Ebook Library Reader, “all inspirational. I as reaching for every description of the boys as a they
trusted  the situation.  The cure of mental health discovering nature in a summer vacation.”

Glenn H., “The first part was so good . . .. The first part of this story, when Seth and Henry
unexpectedly join August and they embark on their summer road trip, is interesting overall and in
some parts deeply moving. In particular, Seth really wormed his way into my heart. Sure, he
doesn't really sound like an authentic 12-year-old. (The way he talked would have been better
suited to someone two or three years older.) But with all that he's got on his shoulders, with a
mother who abandoned him and a father who neglects him and the responsibility of raising his
younger brother, you just marvel at how considerate and thoughtful he is. The little speech he
gave when they put some of Phillip's ashes in the fire, it honestly moved me to tears.Not only



that, but Seth is just so earnestly eager to please, even to the point of sometimes
(unintentionally) being a bit of a pest about it, that you can't help but shake your head and smile.
As one passage so wonderfully described it, "It almost made August laugh. Or cry again. It was
hard to know which one fit. It was just so perfectly Seth. Always tripping over his own feet, trying
to do what you wanted of him, before you even had time to say what that was." I rarely get this
invested in fictional characters, but with Seth, I just wanted to wrap him in a big hug and tell him
just how wonderful he is and how much I love him.Unfortunately, though, the rest of the book
didn't quite work the way I had come to hope it would. I would have wanted to more fully
experience the mutual bonding of these three wounded souls over the course of their summer
together. But instead, after the first couple of weeks of the trip, the story suddenly jumps ahead
almost to the end of the summer. You're barely halfway through the book, and suddenly you find
yourself saying, "is it over already?"And then, it jumps again, 8 years into the future. Seth is now
a young adult and Henry is a teenager, while August's health is declining. I was gratified to see
that they all still love each other, after all this time. The boys show their devotion to August in
ways that would honestly be more than what one could reasonably expect. So it's a perfect
ending, right? Not for me. To my great dismay, I didn't find Seth to be nearly as lovable, or even
likeable, as I did before. Sure, he still cares deeply for August and for Henry. But his single-
minded pursuit of rock climbing just seemed so . . . I don't know, selfish, somehow. Some
readers might rejoice that he has been able to expand from his other-focused childhood to be
able to enjoy things for his own sake. But it made me feel a bit disappointed.This book would
have worked better if it had been longer; if it had covered in much more depth their summer
together. Though I was glad to see that they were still bonded 8 years later, honestly I wish that
Seth could have kept more of the traits that I found so endearing about him. It would have also
been nice to have some more detail about what went on during that 8-year interlude. To
compensate, the scene where August's ex-wife paid him a visit could have been deleted; I didn't
get how it fit in with the rest of the story.”

Coffee Lover, “The best read in a long time. A thoroughly absorbing, touching and heartwarming
story about the friendship developing between a divorced middle aged man, mourning his dead
son, and two young brothers in need of help and support. It was fascinating to learn how the
protagonist walked the tightrope between providing sufficient guidance and care for the boys,
whilst not alienating them from their alcoholic father and managing his own dealings with the
resulting jealousy and resentment. The different characters were brilliantly drawn, and all the
doubts and uncertainties of all of them explored with sensitivity.”

hound-dog, “Take me with you. What a lovely story about the kindness of a stranger and two
lovely boys, it made me want to travel with them in person, but going on their journey as a
bystander was nearly as good. Catherine Ryan Hyde’s stories are always great reads, but the
ones involving children are my favourites, one to go on my list of books I will read again.”



Kate, “Heartwarming story.. As an avid reader Katherine Ryan Hyde is quite new to me. I have
read several of her book now and I must say that Take Me With You is certainly one of my
favourites. She makes you feel you know the characters you are reading about. Also it was a
lesson in American geography.  Who knew what Hoodoos were, I do now.”

butterfield, “one of the best stories I have read!. In this story I felt that I lived every moment with
the main characters and It seemed as if I was there with them on their camping trip and I loved
and lived every moment with them!. Incomparable writing by this most gifted woman!”

The book by Steve McHugh has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 14,611 people have provided feedback.
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